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t’s rare that web design truly hits a

revolutionary period. A period when

things really are going to change. But,

that is what is happening right now. It’s

all still in the browser, but VR and AR are

adding new realities, new dimensions

and new experiences for users.

WebVR is a little ahead of WebAR, but both

have matured enough to be considered realistic

options when building new experiences. Our lead 

feature (page 42) this issue gives up essential advice 

on the steps you need to take when planning and 

building. Get an insight on how to build WebVR 

experiences, the tools you will need, inspirational 

examples, how AR will influence UX, what is MR, how 

to create 3D art with augmented reality app World

Brush, while web developer Keith Clark gives us the

lowdown on his experiments with CSS and VR.

Getting back to more established ground, we take

an in-depth look at SVG. Front-end developer Steven

Roberts reveals why you need to be using SVG in

your projects, how it can be used, the tags used, how

to apply filters and effects, how to add animation,

how to create an SVG sprite and some examples to

inspire and impress.

And, it’s onto the one common denominator, 

browsers. If only there was one. There isn’t and that’s 

why we need to test. Find out the best free tools, how 

to automate tests and the best practices to avoid 

compatibility issues. Phew. Enjoy. 

Welcome 

“My advice to
anyone looking to
take a step into the
industry is don’t be
limited by your
portfolio”Supremo are turning dreams into a reality.
Who wouldn’t want to speak to an agency that
can do that. Web Designer did. Page 34

“ While original responsive design would adapt to 
different device resolutions, this time we have to 
adapt to different user space  ”

Follow us on Twitter for all the news & conversation @WebDesignerMag
Visit our blog for opinion, freebies & more www.creativebloq.com

Highlight

I
It’s time to join the reality revolution

Video Tuition –  225 minutes ofexpertvideoguidesonbuildingwithReact
from Pluralsight(www.pluralsight.com)

Assets –15Hi-respostermock-upsfromSparklestock
30Hi-resCrafttextures, idealforbackgrounds

56 Designerresources
FREE – exclusive with this issue

www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner

 – Tutorial files andassets

 THE WEB DESIGNER MISSION 
To be the most accessible and inspiring voice for the industry, offering cutting-
edge features and techniques vital to building future-proof online content

Steven Jenkins
Editor
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Contributors

Followus!

Paul Betteridge

Simon Jones

Mark White

Matt Crouch

Mark Shufflebottom

Leon Brown

Luke Harrison

Steven Roberts

Paul has 15 years’
experience, leading digital
organisations and
pioneering digital marketing
across a plethora of
competitive markets. This
issue he reveals the benefits
of local SEO to get a better
ranking. Page 56

Simon recalls vividly the era
of pages asking you to view
them in IE. Fortunately it’s
very rare these days, thanks
to developer awareness and
web standards. This month,
we take a look at what you
should (and shouldn’t) be
doing to keep pace. Page 74

Mark is the senior staff
writer on Photoshop
Creative magazine. He likes
to create custom fonts and
produce text tutorials.
In this issue he shows how
to create a font and enhance
it with neon using Layer
Styles. Page 62

Matt is a front-end developer
in London. Combining React
and Redux can be a great
way to structure data in
applications, but it can be
used for much more. In this
issue, see how you can use
it to create modal dialogs.
Page 86

Mark is a Professor of
Interaction Design at
Sheridan College of
Advanced Learning near
Toronto. In this issue’s
tutorial, Mark shows how
easy it is to create a WebVR
interactive journey with
A-Frame. Page 50

Leon is a freelance web
developer and trainer who
assists web developers in
creating efficient code for
projects. This issue he
reveals a host of techniques,
as seen on the top-class
websites featured in our
Lightbox. Page 14

Luke is a web developer
from Sheffield who is all
about scalable and efficient
front-end architecture. In
this issue, he explores how
to create a JavaScript
function which uses data
attributes to easily manage
CSS classes. Page 80

Steven is a developer and
designer from Teesside. This
issue he’ll be teaching you
everything you need to get
started with SVG – from
creating basic shapes and
text to applying filters and
animation to create what
you want. Page 66

This issue’spanelofexperts

“ WebVR isevolving reallyquickly, adopting lessons from
all the researchdone inVRalready, justmaking itmore
open. It’s anext stepof responsivedesign, justmore3D”

Welcome to that bit of the mag where we learn more
about the featured writers and contributors…

Marpi
Marpi is a digital artist who

uses code for building 3D

worlds, immersive

experiences, and storytelling.

His work includes virtual

reality and experiential web.

Mark Shufflebottom takes a

look at how to use the AR app

WorldBrush while Keith Clark

gives the lowdown on his

CSSVR experiments.
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Cutting-edge features, techniques and inspiration for web creatives
Chat with the team and other readers and discuss the latest tech, trends and techniques. Here’s how to stay in touch… 

steve.jenkins@futurenet.com @WebDesignerMag www.creativebloq.com
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08 Voice and the user experience
The power of speech brings a whole new ball
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resources out there
Discover the libraries and frameworks that

will make your site a better place to visit

11 Inclusivity in web design
Froso Ellina from Red Badger gives up tips on

how to design for accessibility

14 Lightbox
A showcase of inspirational sites and the

techniques used to create them

26 The London Look
Animade brings an animated, and
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Driven by the desire to create unique digital
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more of what Supremo are all about

42 VR & Augmented Reality
Virtual and augmented reality have arrived on

the web. Find out how to join the revolution

and start building today
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Want to know why and how to use SVG in

your projects? Start here
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Web gurus take you step-by-step
through professional techniques

74 Cross-browser testing
Discover the best practices, tools and techniques to 
ensure that your site works everywhere

80 Manage CSS classes with JS 
 Create a reusable JavaScript function which uses data 

attributes to easily manage CSS class changes

86  Code a modal with React & Redux 
Use Redux to create dynamic, customisable pop-up 
windows for your next React project

FileSilo
 96  Get the latest must-have resources and videos

Web Workshop

Web Developer

54 Create an animated call to action
lookbook.cruxkitchen.com
Add engagment with a dynamic slide-in banner

60 Code a tiled content layout
www.epok-design.fr
Create an attention-grabbing and unusual design

50 Build an interactive WebVR journey
Employ the power of Mozilla’s A-Frame to quickly and
easily bring together your own virtual experience

56 Rank higher with local SEO
Understand what’s required to increase your localised
search engine real estate, and beat the competition

62 Create a neon text effect
Use the power of Photoshop to build your own font from  
scratch, give it a glow and animate it for a neon effect

96
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eb Designer was

recently told a story in

which an agency

informed the client that

UX services would add extra costs to the

project. The client said don’t bother, they’re

not important and went ahead without any 

user testing. They were probably dazzled by

the swish-looking graphics and neat layout. 

Wonder how well their site performed?

As we all know, the user is a key 

consideration when building any site or 

app. There is nothing more frustrating than 

a poor user experience. Users are far more 

aware than they have ever been and they 

will not wait around for long if an 

experience is poor.

With the advent of voice search, UX 

designers are finding that they have to 

adhere to a whole new set of standards. 

It’s well documented that mobile is now 

the number one choice for browsing the 

web and accessing favourite products 

and services.

It is estimated that by 2020 between

30 and 50 per cent of searches will be

initiated by voice. That’s a lot of users. And

why wouldn’t a user (especially mobile

users) want to use voice as their preferred

method of search? It’s simpler and quicker.

Just for a quick comparison, here are a few

stats. Forty per cent of adults now use

voice search once per day, according to

Location World, while Google voice search

queries in 2016 are up by a factor of 35 over

2008 according to Google Trends.

Mobile is the obvious use of voice

search, but which assistant is the most

intelligent? Researchers have developed

an IQ test to see which of the popular AI

assistants is the smartest. It might not come

as any great surprise, but Google Assistant

is currently much smarter than Siri. If you

want to read the research in-depth, head

over to bit.ly/2xgp4Yb.

So, we know that voice interaction is

only going to get more popular. How

should UX designers be thinking of voice

and its usage? There is nowhere near

enough space here to go into any depth.

However, there are some gre es

that should be checked out. Try these…

The UX of Voice: The Invisible Interface

(bit.ly/2yHXtAa), How to Design Voice User

Interfaces (bit.ly/2yIPC5y) and AVS UX

Design Overview (amzn.to/2xQ83Z9).

As we have already mentioned, voice is

only going to become more popular. So

you should consider what you need to do

about it now.

In less than three years it is estimated that voice search will
account for 50% of searches. Get ready now to stay ahead

Areyoudesigning for
voice search?

W

News
steve.jenkins@futurenet.com | @WebDesignerMagCONTACT US AT:

Header The tools, trends and news to 
inspire your web projects

It’s the most 
popular browser in 
the world. But how 
popular is it?

“ Forty percent of adults now use 
voice search once per day 

STAT 
ATTACK
CHROME

Nearly 40 per cent 

ahead of nearest rival

Europe

53.29%

Became the most  

popular browser in 2017

Africa

45.21 %

Forty per cent more 

popular than UC Browser

Asia

57.15 %

Only 14 per cent more 

popular than Safari

Oceania

45.99 %

Twenty per cent ahead 

of its closest rival

North America

48.87%

            

www.creativebloq.com

In-depth tutorials, 
expert tips, 
cutting-edge 
features, industry 
interviews, 
inspiration and 
opinion. Make 
sure to get your 
daily dose of 
creativity, design 
and development.

Do you want to get your hands on 
a digital edition of your favourite 
web design magazine? Head to 
your preferred app store – Google 
Play (bit.ly/2wetvGp) or iTunes 
(apple.co/2igtBYq) – then download, 
install and purchase the issue of 
choice from within the app.

WEB DESIGNER
DIGITAL EDITION

Source: http://gs.statcounter.com
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Header

Graphics
Monstrum
bit.ly/2fAwV08
Cute, quirky and colourful little monsters 

created with Adobe Illustrator by the hand 

of Silvia Galimberti

WordPress
Surfing Showcase
bit.ly/2yIhGGV
This is not a fullscreen theme – this is

an all-screen theme with a continual

background image featuring smart

section overlays

Colour picker Typesetter
Biker New
bit.ly/2xITdmx
Retro, inline, flourishes, shadows and several

variations for a rough worn look to oppose

the clean and simple option

Rio
bit.ly/2wmaxKS

01. Kikk Festival
www.kikk.be/2017
The homepage graphics are gorgeous and

smart, hiding subtle little animations.

02. Thomas St. John
www.thomasstjohn.com/Home
A subtle undulating background image

slowly reveals its true identity on scroll.

03. USA Today redesign
usatoday.geex-arts.com
Who doesn’t love a redesign? GEEX’s

prototype adds animation and more.

04. Fonterra
bit.ly/2yutwna
Take a trip round the animated globe. Pick

a location and find out its story.

Inspiration

Sites of the month 02.

03.

04.

#26A8E0

#444A4D

#008BC1

#000000

#D7DF23

01.
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Luma.gl
uber.github.io/luma.gl

So, first up, what is luma.gl? It’s 

described as a ‘JavaScript framework 

that provides developers easier and 

complete access to underlying WebGL2 

APIs provided by modern browsers’. The 

framework is looking to give developers 

full access to WebGL2 with a strong 

focus on performance. Check out how to 

install, run and use other frameworks.

Logo Crunch
brandmark.io/logo-crunch

Logo Crunch is a multi-resolution logo 

maker. It makes your high-res logo 

legible at lower resolutions. Ideal for 

favicons and iOS/Android app icons. 

React v16.0
bit.ly/2xXpw1t

If you aren’t up to date with the latest 

version of React, then take a look at this 

blog post. Check out this post from 

Facebook as well: bit.ly/2xVb9KF.

Strudel.js
strudeljs.org

Is your only front-end experience basic 

jQuery? This component framework 

could be for you. Aimed at interactive 

web builds and only 3kB in size. 

webkit

TOP 5 Web conferences – November 2017
Get yourself a seat at the biggest and best conferences coming your way soon

AngularConnect
www.angularconnect.com

Two-day, multi-track conference 

featuring the world’s leading 

Angular experts, including the 

core Angular team at Google.

FFCONF
2017.ffconf.org

Eight carefully curated sessions 

for an audience that cares 

about the future of the web. 

Speakers to be revealed.

JS Kongress
2017.js-kongress.de

Located in Germany, the two-day

conference topic is the future of 

JavaScript. Discover and discuss 

the latest issues.

HalfStack
halfstackconf.com

This is a one-day, single-track 

conference that is taking place 

in a pub in Shoreditch. Get 

along and make new friends.

dotCSS 2017
www.dotcss.io

Dubbed ‘the largest CSS 

conference in Europe’, this 

two-day event has top-class 

speakers and is in Paris. 

Header
Resources

steve.jenkins@futurenet.com | @WebDesignerMagCONTACT US AT:

Discover the must-try resources that  
will make your site a better place

10 _____________________________________________ resources



Header
Opinion

n the UK, there are 2.7 million colour-blind people, 70 per cent of the population 

wear glasses and the number of people in Britain aged 85 or older is expected to 

more than double in the next 25 years. Further to this, 1 in 30 suffer with sight 

loss and 10 per cent of the UK population have dyslexia, 4 per cent of which are 

deemed severe cases. 

These statistics prove that visually impaired user groups actually make up a huge 

part of the population and designers need to begin to champion accessible and 

inclusive digital design in order to avoid alienating or providing a poor user experience 

for millions of people. So, what to do? 

Make messages clear. You might also want to take a look at the questions you ask 

and the tone of voice you use; are they inclusive of all audiences? Beware of content or 

functionality that implicitly assumes someone is at a certain stage in life. For example, 

older users can have difficulties understanding error messages, either because the 

language that has been used is unclear or the style of the fonts and the message 

placement are not obvious. Make sure the message is simple and clearly gets across 

what the issue is and help the user figure out how to fix it. Sometimes, it’s important to 

provide subtitles when video or audio content is fundamental to the user experience; in 

these cases you should always test your product using screen readers in order to be 

sure that the navigation is clearly defined.

Avoid major navigation changes. Sometimes it may not be obvious how to navigate 

between screens or around them if you target a different audience. In particular, you 

need to spend some time to explain in three to four steps how the interface works with 

simple language. Website redesigns or rebranding are necessary to improve usability 

and navigation. 

Increase the font size. Websites often use tiny fonts that make it difficult for people 

with visual impairments to read the relevant information. By using a font size of at least 

16pt as a default (depending on device), this will cater to the majority of needs as well as 

give people the option to increase the text size as preferred.

Include large hypertext links and buttons. It’s important to use large text with 

hypertext links and buttons as it makes it easier for the user to interact with them. We 

also need to be sure that we add enough padding between the links and avoid 

clustering them. This is especially important on mobile devices where the real estate of 

the screen is essential. The same rules also apply to buttons: touch targets for buttons 

on touchscreen devices should measure at least 9.6 millimetres diagonally (as defined 

in Apple’s Human Interface Guidelines, 44 × 44pt is a safe minimum size) or larger for 

older people.

Use colours in the right way. In order to distinguish text and shapes, the contrast ratio 

on your page is important to be the appropriate one. For example, using different 

colours to distinguish between different states like clickable text, visited and unvisited 

links means that your design caters for those with visual impairments, and users aren’t 

losing track of where they’ve been.

Simplify forms and the design. Studies have shown that seniors have a harder time 

completing forms. In general, it’s a good idea to use large text fields and give specific 

instructions on what information is required to be filled in. Furthermore, try not to make 

your design too complicated – if you build a lot of animations, it causes unnecessary 

difficulties for those who have trouble accessing specific information, so ask yourself 

whether it’s really worth isolating some of your potential audience. Follow these simple 

principles and you can create inclusive products that work for everyone. 

I
Froso Ellina from Red Badger gives up tips on how to design for accessibility

Inclusivity in  
web design

Froso Ellina
Product designer at Red Badger

red-badger.com

  In general, it’s a 
good idea to use large 

text fields and give 
specific instructions 
on what information 

is required to be  
filled in  
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Designing 
Websites for 
iPhone X
bit.ly/2wvyW0R

If you want to know how to build for the 

latest and great iPhone, then this is a 

good place to start. Nothing too 

complicated here, but gives some useful 

guidelines on viewports.

Grabient
www.grabient.com

We love gradients and a tool that helps 

take the hard work out of creating them 

is most welcome. Play with the colours 

and angle and copy the code. Simple.

Push
pushjs.org

So, what is Push? It is a quick way to get 

up and running with JavaScript desktop 

notifications. It acts as a cross-browser 

solution with fallback if needed.

Critical Path CSS Generator
bit.ly/2xceE0G

There is a big clue in the name. Simply 

add the desired URL and the site will do 

the rest. Analyse, minify and produce a 

nice new CSS file to use.

webkit

TOP 5 WordPress news themes
Get your stories to stand out with these newsworthy offerings

ZOX
bit.ly/2fObit8

This ain’t no one-trick pony. It 

hosts a collection of featured 

layouts that give users an 

abundance of news in one hit.

Boal
boal.nanoagency.co

Plenty of white space gives this 

theme a more serene and 

classy look and feel. Neat 

sections help the hierarchy. 

News
bit.ly/2wv2hIw

Big hero image takes centre 

stage, ensuring that the reader 

knows what to focus on. Stacked 

stories and sections add gloss. 

Journal
bit.ly/2xdoLxg

This theme follows the more 

traditional blog style. A lead 

story is the focus, with sections 

following the same format.

Viseo
bit.ly/2kl1CrJ

Headed up by the classic 

full-width slider, the theme 

continues with plenty of white 

space and stories in a grid.

Header
Resources

steve.jenkins@futurenet.com | @WebDesignerMagCONTACT US AT:

Discover the must-try resources that  
will make your site a better place
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WIN
GET YOUR HANDS ON A COPY OF

HOW TO ENTER
All you need to do is answer one simple question.  

Head over to bit.ly/2x9LTN  and choose the correct answer.  
It really is that easy.

*TERMS AND CONDITIONS: The competition is open to UK entrants only. Under 18s must obtain parental consent to enter this competition and be able to 

http://www.futureplc.com/competition-rules/. 

GET YOUR HANDS ON A COPY OF 
FUTURA – THE TYPEFACEF

Do you know which font 

? Do you 

WORTH

£45

competition ______________________________________________________________13



“  Italian makers Caffeina describe 
this site as ‘a code and design 
experiment’ that uses 3D modelling 
to celebrate iconic facial hair ”Development technologies jQuery, three.js, SVG, WebGL

Famoustache
famoustache.com
Designer: Caffeina – caffeina.com/en/

14 ________________________________________________lightbox



#840615 #F5623B

#F6BE41 #3C352A

Above

Tisa Pro by FontFont, and available via Google Fonts, is 
used in Regular and Bold typefaces

Above

Avant Garde Std Bold, designed by Herb Lubalin and Tom 
Carnase, is used across headings

Li htBox
Famoustache

lightbox _________________________________________________15



LightBox
Famoustache

Above

Visitors can suggest famous moustaches to be added to the collection via 
the Typeform platform

Above

The site basically consists of a carousel slider and a tidy pop-up panel from
the page bottom to credit Caffeina

Above

Each moustache renders gradually when opened, moving and reacting with mouse pointer movements to add dynamism

16 ________________________________________________lightbox



Use JS event management and interval timing to create a graphic that reacts to user mouse movement

Create a mouse-controlled 
visual graphic
1. Initiate HTML
The first step is to define the HTML document and its 

content. This consists of the page document definition, 

comprising the HTML container and its head and body 

sections. While the head section stores links to load the 

external CSS and JavaScript resources, the body section 

stores the visible content. The only visible content is an 

image element – which, importantly for JavaScript, has an 

ID attribute set to ‘pointer’.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<title>Mouse Pointer</title>

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

href="styles.css" />

<script src="code.js" type="text/

javascript"></script>

</head>

<body>

  <img id="pointer" src="pointer.png" />

</body>

</html>

2. Page load and references
Create a new file called code.js for the JavaScript code. 

Code must not be executed until after the page has fully 

loaded, so all code is written inside a function applied to 

the ‘load’ event listener. Upon loading, a data object is 

created to record the mouse position, along with a 

reference to the pointer image on the webpage.

window.addEventListener("load",function(){

  var mouseXY = {};

  var pointer = document.

querySelector("#pointer");

  *** STEP 3 HERE 

});

3. Mouse movement event
An event listener is required to react for each time mouse 

movement is detected. This event listener will trigger a 

function that will record the latest updates inside the 

mouseXY data object created in step 2. This allows code 

in the next step to identify how to make changes to the 

pointer image on the webpage.

document.addEventListener( "mousemove", 

function( event ) {

  mouseXY.X = event.pageX;

  mouseXY.Y = event.pageY;

}); 

*** STEP 4 HERE 

4. Change calculation
JavaScript allows a function to be executed at regular 

intervals using the setInterval command. The first 

parameter is the function to execute, with the second 

parameter being the number of milliseconds to wait 

between each execution. We use this feature to 

continually calculate the change in distance between 

the mouse pointer and the top-left corner of the pointer 

image on the webpage. This change is updated every 

20 milliseconds.

setInterval(function(){

  var pointerXY = pointer.

getBoundingClientRect();

  var change = {

  "x": pointerXY.left - mouseXY.X,

  "y": pointerXY.top - mouseXY.Y

  }

  *** STEP 5 HERE

 }, 20);

5. Trigonometry calculation
Inside the interval from step 3, the change calculations 

are used as part of trigonometry calculations to identify 

the angle to rotate the webpage pointer image. The 

angle is made from identifying proportion between 

the opposite (change.y) and adjacent (change.x) sides 

of the angle made between the mouse pointer and 

the image. This proportion is set through the tan  

(Math.atan()) function – look up GCSE maths 

trigonometry for a full explanation.

var tan = change.y / change.x;

var atan = Math.atan(tan)* 180 / Math.PI;

if(change.x > 0 && change.y > 0) {

  atan += 180;

}else if(change.x > 0 && change.y < 0) {

  atan -= 180;

}

*** STEP 6 HERE

6. Apply calculation
The angle calculation created in the previous step needs 

to be applied to the webpage pointer image. With the 

‘pointer’ reference already defined in step 2, it is just a 

matter of applying the CSS rule to the element. In this 

case, the easiest way to apply style updates is through 

the style attribute. A transform is applied using the ‘rotate’ 

property, which contains the rotation degrees calculated 

in step 5 as ‘atan’.

pointer.style.transform = "rotate(" + atan 

+ "deg)";

7. CSS stylesheet
With the JavaScript now complete, the final step is to 

define the stylesheet with the required CSS; create a new 

file called styles.css. The CSS in this file merely sets the 

page container to fill the whole screen and initiate the 

presentation for the visual pointer image. This image 

needs to have a set size and position located in the 

middle of the screen, although you may change this to 

suit your own requirements.

html,body{

  min-width: 100vw;

  min-height: 100vh;

}

#pointer{

  position: absolute;

  top: 50%;

  left: 50%;

  height: 25px;

  width: 25px; }

LightBoxg
Famoustache
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“  This home for independent brand 
agency and community collective Ludwig 
uses GSAP animation to create fractured, 
multifaceted image effects  ”Development technologies  WordPress, PHP, jQuery, GSAP

Ludwig
weareludwig.com
Designer: Werkstatt – www.werkstatt.fr
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#548B99 #314856

Above

Glober font, designed by Ivan Petrov and Svetoslav Simov for Fontfabric, is used exclusively 
throughout the site in Light, Regular and Regular Italic varieties
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LightBox
Ludwig

Above

The site looks and performs virtually identically on smaller screens, 
optimising the experience for tablets and smartphones

Above

Scroll down the page for each top-level section and the site glides in a
series of oversized content headers

Above

The site keeps navigation very simple with a number of intuitive menu pathways for 
discovering the Ludwig story
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Ludwig

Mix JavaScript and CSS functionality to add advanced presentation to your content

Created an animated tile effect 
for content introduction
1. Initiate document
The first step is to define the page document. This 

consists of an HTML container, which itself contains a 

header and body container. While the header is used 

primarily to include the external CSS and JavaScript 

resources, the body section will be used to store the 

visible content elements created in step 2.

2. Visible content
The visible content consists of two links that trigger the 

opening and closing of the effect, along with the content 

container that has the effect applied to it. This container 

has an ID attribute assigned as ‘effect’, allowing it to be 

referenced via HTML links. A class is also set to ‘tiled’, as 

well as two child div containers, the first of which is where 

you put your text content.

<p><a href="#effect">Click to see effect</

a>.</p>

<div id="effect" class="tiled">

  <div>Your text</div>

  <div>

  </div>

</div>

<p><a href="#">Something else</a>.</p>

3. Populate tiles
Create a new file called code.js to store the JavaScript 

code. This code must wait until the page has fully loaded, 

upon where it will populate the last child of all elements 

using the ‘tiled’ class. Tiles are made from a span 

element, which has an inner span element. Each of the 

tile containers will store 25 tiles.

window.addEventListener("load",function(){

  var html = "";

  for(var i=0; i<25; i++){

  html += "<span><span></span></span>";

  }

  var containers = document.

querySelectorAll(".tiled > *:last-child");

  for(var i=0; i<containers.length; i++){

  containers[i].innerHTML = html

  }

});

4. Tiled CSS
Create a new file called styles.css. The first rule inside this 

file defines how the main element container is to be 

displayed. This includes the size, hiding any content 

overflow and positioning mode. Relative positioning is 

important for placing the first child element, which is 

defined in the next step.

.tiled{

  display: inline-block;

  position: relative;

  box-sizing: border-box;

  width: 20em;

  height: 20em;

  line-height: 0;

  overflow: hidden; }

5. Content and tile layers
The first child of the tiled container stores visible content 

such as text. Relative positioning applied to its parent in 

step 4, absolute positioning is placed in relation to the 

parent. This means that top and left set to zero is at the 

top-left corner of the tiled container. The last child is used

to store the background tiles and must be sized to fit the 

full width and height set for the parent.

.tiled > *:first-child{

  position: absolute;

  top: 0;

  left: 0;

  z-index: 100;

  margin-top: 1em; }

.tiled > *:last-child{

  width: 100%;

  height: 100%;

  margin: 0; }

6. Outer tile
Each tile has two parts: an outer element and an inner 

element. The outer element is set to a specific size and 

must not show any content overflow; i.e. for clipping. This

outer element must also allow itself to be positioned 

alongside other tiles using inline-block. The inner element

must also be positioned absolutely, but relative to 

wherever the outer element is positioned, hence a 

position mode of relative.

.tiled > *:last-child > span{

  position: relative;

  display: inline-block;

  float: left;

  width: 20%;

  height: 20%;

  overflow: hidden; }

7. Inner tile
Every inner tile shares the same background image, 

which must be sized to scale up to the full size of the 

parent container – by 600% in this case. They also must 

match the same size as the outer part of the tile. Applying

a transition to this element means that all changes 

appear animated. Top and left positioning set the inner 

tile out of view by default.

.tiled > *:last-child > span > span{

  position: absolute;

background: url(image.jpg) #c00 100% top

  no-repeat;

  background-size: 600% 600%;

  margin: 0;

  width: 100%;

  height: 100%;

  left: 100%;

  top: 100%;

  transition: all .25s;

  transition-timing-function: ease-in; }

8. Target x position
The target selector is used to detect when the parent 

container ID has been targeted in the URI. Inner tile 

elements are set to position themselves into view via the 

left and top attributes. Each tile also needs to have its 

background position set to display a specific part of the 

image. We focus on setting the x coordinate in this step.

.tiled:target > *:last-child > span > 

span{

  left: 0;

  top: 0; }

.tiled:target > *:last-child > span:nth-

child(5n+1) > span{

  background-position-x: 0; }

.tiled:target > *:last-child > span:nth-

child(5n+2) > span{

  background-position-x: 20%; }

.tiled:target > *:last-child > span:nth-

child(5n+3) > span{

  background-position-x: 40%;

}

.tiled:target > *:last-child > span:nth-

child(5n+4) > span{

  background-position-x: 60%;

}

.tiled:target > *:last-child > span:nth-

child(5n+5) > span{

  background-position-x: 80%; }

9. Target y position
Similar to the previous step, rules are set to define the y 

position for each of the tiles. Instead of defining each tile 

individually, the nth-child selector is used to find elements 

at each nth and also a range after that. For example, 

select item six and the following five items to apply a 

specific background y position.
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“ We created a responsive site that 
embodies the product while 
combining designs and functionality 
to revolutionise the brand’s image  ”Development technologies  HTML5, WebGL, jQuery, GSAP

Allterrain | Descente
www.descente.com/allterrain/index_en.html
Designer: EPOCH Inc. – www.epoch-inc.jp
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#D2D1DF #353C54

#DF2C32 #000000

Above

Engschrift by URW++ is the bold sans-serif typeface used 
to style the hovering SVG rendered product headings

Above

Meiryo font, a sans-serif Japanese typeface designed by 
Microsoft, is listed within the CSS for styling kanji text
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LightBox
Allterrain | Descente

Allow visual elements to become the page background in response to user actions

Make a page image become a 
background on hover
1. Page template
The first step is to define the HTML document, which 

consists of the HTML container with head and body 

sections. While the head section is used to include 

the external CSS stylesheet, the body section will be 

used to store the HTML content in the next step. This 

allows visual styling rules to be kept separate from the 

content definition.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<title>Hover Full Screen</title>

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

href="styles.css" />

</head>

<body>

*** STEP 2 HERE

</body>

</html>

2. Page content
This example places two content areas to which the 

effect will be applied. Each content area is contained 

inside an article and makes use of an h3 heading and 

section child container. Take note of how the h3 headings 

have a ‘hover’ class applied to them – used in the 

following steps.

<article>

  <h3 class="hover">Hover Me</h3>

  <section></section>

</article>

<article>

  <h3 class="hover">Hover Me</h3>

  <section></section>

</article>

3. Initiate document styling
With the HTML now complete, the next step is to define 

the CSS rules. The first set of rules sets the document 

container an its body to cover the full size of the available 

screen. This is useful for allowing child elements to be 

sized in relation to the defined document size.

html, body{

  width: 100vw;

  height: 100vh;

}

4. Expand styling
Elements with the expand class need to appear in a way 

that stands out. The first set of rules for this applies a font 

size that’s three times bigger than the document font 

size, along with a black border. Styling is also applied for 

when the user hovers over the element with the mouse 

pointer, reversing the colours to have a black background 

with white text.

.expand{

  font-size: 3em;

  border: 1px solid #000;

}

.expand:hover{

  background: #000;

  color: #fff;

}

5. Hover interaction
The ‘+’ selector is used to set any section that 

immediately follows an element with the ‘expand’ class 

to change its appearance when the parent is being 

hovered. This step changes the styling of the section that 

immediately follows the element with the ‘expand’ class 

when it is being hovered. Fixed positioning, location and 

sizing are set to cover the full screen, while z-index set to 

below zero guarantees the section displays below the 

page content.

.expand:hover + section{

  position: fixed;

  top: 0;

  left: 0;

  z-index: -1;

  width: 100%;

  height: 100%;

}

6. General article sections
All of the article sections share a set of common rules for 

their background image presentation. Instead of 

repeating this for each unique article section definition, 

this step defines the rules to be applied to all article 

sections. This allows future rules to be added easily, while 

also reducing the amount of CSS required.

article section{

  background: no-repeat center center;

  background-size: cover;

}

7. Unique article section rules
Each article section requires a unique image, therefore 

this step defines where to fined these images. Other rules 

can be applied here – such as applying background 

colours and other element attributes if required. Take 

note of how each section is referenced using the 

‘nth-child’ index of its parent article.

article:nth-child(1) section{

  background-image: url(image1.jpg);

}

article:nth-child(2) section{

  background-image: url(image2.jpg); }
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When hotelier 
citizenM wanted 
to promote its 
new Shoreditch 
hotel, it called on 
London’s quirks 
and the talents of 
local animators 
Animade to 
produce an 
irreverent A-Z of 
city life 

The A–Z of London
according to citizenM

citizenm.s3.amazonaws.com/index.html

Animade
animade.tv

KK Outlet
www.kkoutlet.com

by &

I
f somebody asked you to name your 
most memorable aspects of any 
town or city familiar to you, what 
might you say? It’s likely that the 

answers would be hugely personal and 
fairly diverse when compared to the 
likes and loves of other people. Many 
things would likely be favourable, 
relating to 
landmarks, 
activities and 
amenities that 
hold a special 
fondness. Other 
things might be 
less liked especially, but rather viewed 
as ‘quirks’ that are often annoying but in 
an amusing, charming way that adds 
character. Defining a place in such a way 
that also speaks to locals and potential 
visitors alike isn’t the easiest thing, 
especially when you want to grab 
attention. This is often the challenge 

faced by businesses that rely on tourism 
and seek an engaging way to promote a 
destination online. So when the 
boutique chain citizenM wanted to 
digitally celebrate the opening of a 
swanky new hotel in the UK’s capital, the 
brand opted for a dash of English 
humour. Already recognised for a 

notably arty and 
trendy appeal, 
citizenM’s 
Shoreditch 
presence would 
join established 
Bankside and 

Tower of London sites to bring 
affordable luxury to a suitably ‘hip’ 
district. With the help of 
communications agency KK Outlet, the 
Hoxton Square branch of 
KesselsKramer, it approached award-
winning animation studio Animade to 
bring an A-Z of London to life. “citizenM 

“It had to be satirical,
relatable and in-jokey for

Londoners”

The London 
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produced a local artist film for each of 
its new hotel openings, and they were 
looking to do something a little special 
for this one,” the Animade team begins. 
“It had to be satirical, relatable and 
in-jokey for Londoners, and peppered 
with plenty of character and charm 
– something we at Animade are always 
keen to do!” The project would start with 
the creation of 26 one-second animated 
vignettes for each letter of the alphabet, 
which would be composited into a single 
film and an interactive web toy. After 
checking in with the talented team, the 
Animade guys settled down to some 
room service and revealed all about the 
citizenM experience.

Setting the tone
The project’s story really begins with 
citizenM’s creative brand identity and its 
vision for working with KK Outlet. An 
existing working relationship with the 

communications agency goes back 
years and stems from KesselKramer’s 
own roots in Amsterdam. With the hotel 
chain also hailing from the Dutch capital 
before spreading to key global cities, the 
pair have since worked together on core 
branding and promotional activities.

Fast-forward to 2017 and the new 
Shoreditch hotel opening, and KK Outlet 
came armed with an idea into the offices 
of Animade. “On first impressions it 
seemed like a great opportunity!” beams 
senior creative Milo Targett. “KK Outlet 
came to us with an initial draft of the 
script and the idea that we would create 
an A–Z of London’s good and bad bits. It 
seemed right up our street as they were 
after something playful and tongue-in-
cheek, with a somewhat adult tone to 
the humour.” Indeed, that cheeky sense 
of Britishness would define how both 
parties would embrace the idea and 
provide a common perception of how 

 The London Look

Look

Project 
stats
Project duration
35 days

People involved
5

Positions
2 x creative

1 x project management

1 x creative direction

1 x marketing

Total project hours
300
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things off face-to-face, which is always a 
great way to start,” continues Targett. 
“We began by looking over the initial list 
of ideas from A–Z and started whittling it 
down and refining it. There were certain 
things that we really wanted to get in 
there, which meant being inventive with 
the words that we chose.” From here, 
the idea iteration process would evolve 

into something 
incredibly 
effective right 
through the 
project’s 
duration to 
steadily develop 

both the brief and its realisation. “From 
the beginning we had a really close 
creative dialogue, going back and forth 
on the script and refining the ideas in 
tandem. It was a great collaborative 
relationship from beginning to end.”

Of course, a critical early area for 
discussion would not only establish 
what citizenM itself was hoping for in 
terms of tone, but also in terms of end 
products. Any associated collateral 
would be destined for social media as 
well as being showcased during a live 
event at the hotel’s launch, on the TVs 
within guest bedrooms and also printed 

the final assets might develop. KK 
Outlet’s own website would go on to 
describe A–Z of London as being “Like 
the best of British humour it’s self-
deprecating and irreverent, while 
managing to include the favourite topic 
of British conversation – the weather.”

Animade already knew of course that 
often the shortest animations convey 
the greatest 
level of 
personality and 
immediately 
through close 
creative 
dialogue could 
envisage what treatment was being 
called for. “A quick flash of action with 
simple characters and bold, pared-back 
scenes would be perfect for conveying 
the essence of each message.”

Stick to the script
To a significant extent, Animade were in 
the nice position of being able to 
interpret a fairly well defined brief. With 
KK Outlet supplying that early ‘script’ for 
what citizenM wanted, the two could 

mediately start talking and 
aborating on tangible concepts. “We 

nt in for an initial meeting to kick 

“We went in for an initial
meeting to kick things off

face-to-face”

The A-Z of London

Proof of concep
It’s fair to say The A-Z of London 
was a unique online project, as 
the web element was just a small 
facet within a broader campaign. 
Even then, a great deal of the work 
was realised by the 26 animated 
vignettes that would represent 
every featured word. At the heart 
of that design and illustration work 
was senior creative Milo Targett, 
who spearheaded the conceptual 
effort from the earliest point with 
an open mind. “It really helps if 
I’m as uncritical of what I’m doing 
as possible at the initial concept 
stage and therefore anything 
goes,” Targett explains. “By the 
end of the day I take a look at what 
I have and start trimming most of 
it away, hopefully ending up with a 
few good ideas that I can present 

to the rest of the team. We then 
go through what’s working and 
build on those ideas. Often I will 
show a few of the ‘offcuts’ with the 
team too, as it’s good to identify 
where these little bits could be 
repurposed for a different section. 
Nothing goes to waste!”

With a vision of the visuals 
taking shape on paper, it meant 
that attentions could switch to 
how they might be presented 
later. “The early sketches are very 
rough at the initial phases, but 
they should give a flavour of the 
final piece. Once we had that, we 
could begin roughly sketching up 
how the interactive element would 
look, how the mechanics of it 
would work and how it should feel 
to use.”

Left
Like all good designs, 
The A-Z of London 
started life on paper

Opposite
Online wasn’t the only way 
in which the projects 
assets were used 

imm
coll
wen
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onto site billboards around Shoreditch. 
“We also went through the client’s 
expectations for the project and worked 
out what the final deliverables would be. 
The interactive element was discussed 
at this point and we decided on an 
interactive A–Z keyboard hosted online.”

To package each of the 26 one-second 
animations Animade would make, a 
browser-based toy would be produced 
to make the content more engaging. 
Users would be invited to press and hold 
any of the 26 alphabetic letters on the 
keyboard to watch the corresponding 
vignette. Each animation would be 
introduced briefly by a flash of 
on-screen text such as ‘D is for Dodgy 
chicken’ and the like, with Milo Targett 
deriving the early visuals. “I tried 

The A-Z of London
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sketching up lots of rough potential 
imagery for the A–Z words we were 
coming up with, so as to stress-test the 
ideas and give a better idea of what to 
expect as we went along.”

Drawing things out
“Once we had a few words for the A–Z 
locked down, I began churning out 
potential imagery for each word,” 
Targett elaborates when describing his 
initial concept work. “That way I could 
stress-test the ideas and give a better 
idea of what to expect as we went along. 
I find the process of idea generation a 
great way to push out as many options 

and riffs on the core idea of each piece 
as possible.” These first sketches, albeit 
rough, would offer enough direction to 
move forwards 
and also start 
drawing out the 
interactive 
element also. 
Each of the 26 
self-contained 
animations was then produced based on 
these sketches and signed off by the 
client in turn. “The design work was all 
done in After Effects and I began rigging 
the pieces as I went along to save time. 
This also allowed me to get a few rough 

animation tests out that could be used 
in the web-toy. We made the decision to 
keep all the animations on black, which 

makes the 
designs really 
stand out and 
also helped 
when we came 
to integrating 
them into the 

final site. It also gives them that extra 
dark edge to complement the humour! 
We tried to contrast the brightly 
coloured title frames with the dark 
backgrounds of the animation.”

From here the creative team could 
begin figuring out what shape the 
web-toy itself would take. There was talk 
quite early of exporting the animations 
as HTML5, opting to use a plug-in the 
developers were experimenting with at 
the time on other internal projects. 

Responding naturally
“The app was built using React.js, with 
Flux as the data store,” begins director 
James Chambers, when quizzed on the 
coding work. “For the animations 
themselves we used Bodymovin plug-in 
(aescripts.com/bodymovin/) to get 
them out of After Effects and into 
HTML5 via animated SVGs. This meant 
we could use a really tight, iterative 
process between animator and 

Above
The loading animation 
provides the 
perfect introduction

“We made the decision to
keep all the animations

on black”

The A-Z of London

Animated aftercare
When a project such as The A-Z of 
London draws to a close, there’s 
obviously a process of delivery 
involved. This completion phase can 
vary according to the type of work 
undertaken, but very rarely is it the 
final word when it comes to fulfilling 
a service. In the case of Animade’s 
involvement in this particular 
project, there wasn’t much 
‘aftercare’ necessarily required but 
more a period of mutual reflection 
and evaluation. “Once we’ve 

received sign-off from the client 
and everyone is happy, we then 
render out the approved project 
files and deliver them to the client,” 
begins senior account manager 
Heather Graham. “But although 
the project has come to an end, we 
like to offer a retro meeting to our 
clients, accompanied by coffee and 
croissants, where we chat over what 
went well, or perhaps what could 
be better next time. It’s a great 
opportunity to reflect and also to 

celebrate the success of a project. 
We’re always looking at ways to 
refine our production process to 
suit different clients’ needs, so we’re 
very open to discussing this for 
future reference too. With the A–Z 
of London project, we kept in touch 
with KK Outlet to see how things 
were going and to swap news on 
its successes. We loved working 
with KK Outlet on this project and 
hope to collaborate with them 
again soon!”

“Some of the unexpected elements of 
the web-toy were my favourite bits. The 

responsiveness of the buttons 
combined with the sounds made for a 
more discordantly musical experience 
than I was expecting, which is great! 

The repurposing of one character from 
‘Q is for Queuing’ in the loader loop was 

also very satisfying.”
Senior creative Milo Targett
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developer.” Ironically, this ensurance 
that the two sides of the practical teams 
were in such close synchronisation was 
also echoed by the content itself. The 
project was always about marrying 
animation sequences with web-based 
interactivity in a way that was never 
stilted or buggy. “One of the biggest 
challenges was to ensure the interaction 
with the keyboard and animated content 
felt natural. It was important nothing 
ever felt jilted or 
overwhelming, 
so we spent a 
good deal of 
time tweaking 
the nuances of 
how it should 
work under different conditions – such 
as if a lot of keys were pressed at once. 
Mobile of course brought its own 
challenges too, and we fell back to GIFs 
over animated SVGs to avoid frame rate 
issues on devices with less processing 
power. We’re really happy with the result 
and feel the interface gives way to the 

content in a natural way, which is just as 
it should be!” 

Multiple platforms
From the very outset, the finished 
animations were to be ‘launched’ and 
presented across a number of channels. 
The A-Z of London, including the build of 
the online web-toy, was a promotional 
campaign that would be communicated 
first through citizenM’s social media 

platforms. 
However, this 
was just the 
start, with 
Animade’s 
vignettes being 
aired at the 

Shoreditch hotel’s launch event and the 
designs repurposed for hoardings 
outside the building itself.

“The deliverables for this project 
immediately lent themselves to being 
showcased online, so we enjoyed 
pushing out our own release across 
Animade’s channels,” explains head of 

marketing Amy Egan. “The 26 animations 
were perfect little digestible snippets, 
ideal for platforms like Instagram and 
Twitter, as well as for email marketing 
and press. We posted a selection of the 
final videos on our Instagram page and 
their irresistible cheekiness resulted in a 
combined play count of over 102,000. 
The project was also featured in Creative 
Review and It’s Nice That, among other 
online magazines and blogs, which is 
always great to see.”

Indeed, that kind of positive response 
from high-profile industry press, 
culminating with Web Designer’s 
recognition, is a nice vindication of the 
finished product. But what do the 
talented folk at Animade think of what 
they achieved, when pushed on how the 
completed project stacks up against the 
clients brief? “The A–Z of London was a 
playful project intended to celebrate 
and draw attention to the launch of 
citizenM’s new hotel in Shoreditch in a 
way that’s in-keeping with the brand, 
and we feel it did this very well!”

Right
Hairy legs and 
tattoos. Who 
was the model 
for that?

“The 26 animations were
perfect little digestible

snippets”

The A-Z of London
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WHO  
Supremo

WHAT  
UX Design, Web 
Development, Mobile 
Development, 
Animation and 
Branding.

WHERE 
Salford Innovation 
Forum, 51 Frederick 
Road, Manchester, 
M6 6FP

WEB  
www.supremo.co.uk

KEY CLIENTS
Social Chain

Proof Drinks

BBC

Vita Student

Cazcabel Tequilla

I
n 2010 the draw of the freelance life 

became too much for Ian Cox. Always 

wanting to start his own studio, Ian 

knew he needed to educate himself 

about how today’s studios worked from 

the inside, before going it alone. Having 

worked in the industry since 2004, he set 

about learning all he could 

about what makes a great 

digital studio – taking 

particular note of what 

doesn’t work, and how his 

studio could do things 

differently, and of course better.

“I started with a junior position at a 

small and fairly new studio in Manchester 

city centre,” Ian explained. “I had a place at 

university but didn’t see the point in 

spending three years in a seminar room if 

I could get straight into the industry and 

learn with real clients in real situations.

“Before that I was on a BTEC 

multimedia course with my business 

partner at Supremo, Mike Strand 

(Technical Director). I’ve known Mike since 

high school and he’s been a friend ever 

since. Mike’s worked in the industry in 

development at various agencies for as 

long as I have. He also made the choice to 

go straight into the industry. We are both 

self-taught; watching the right videos,

following the right tutorials and reading 

the right books. Around 2014 I decided 

that it was time to expand Supremo so I 

stopped working in-house and focused 

completely on finding and working with 

my own clients.”

Mike also commented: “In early 2015 

Ian and I met up to discuss how I could 

contribute to helping move Supremo 

forward. By the end of the meeting we’d 

pretty much decided we were going to 

partner up and take the challenge on 

together. We’d always shared similar paths 

in education, a desire to do our own thing 

and a complimentary mix of skills. 

However, during our conversations we 

realised that we now shared 

a vision of the kind of 

agency we wanted to work 

for and we had the perfect 

opportunity to create it.”

All new studios need a 

name. For Ian, he had an idea from a very 

early stage, what his business would be 

called, as he explains: “The name definitely 

came first. I’ve always noticed that senior 

people in the industry are referred to as 

“creative supremo’s”. It started from there. I 

liked Supremo as a word too. I could see 

us ranking on the first page of google for 

the word so it had some great potential. 

The domain was more difficult. First, we 

SUPREMO DESIGN

I’ve always noticed that senior 
people in the industry are referred to 

as “creative supremo’s”
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DRIVEN BY THE DESIRE TO CREATE UNIQUE DIGITAL EXPERIENCES, SUPREMO ARE SHAPING THE WEB AND 
MOBILE SPACES WITH CONTENT THAT SPEAKS TO ITS USERS. TURNING WHAT ARE OFTEN DREAMS INTO 
REALITY, THIS STUDIO IS FORGING A REPUTATION AS A TOUCHSTONE FOR CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN
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project that we did last summer was 

TypeTerms. It went viral, gaining over 120k 

visitors in six weeks with all the big 

industry names tweeting about it, such as 

Jeffrey Zeldman, Sara Soueidan and 

Veerle Pieters. It also won Site of the Day 

on Awwwards, which was 

obviously great, and made 

an appearance in Web 

Designer Magazine issue 

252! Going back to our 

agency site, I make no 

promises that it will be up soon!”

A website can be a great way to attract 

new clients to an agency, but often great 

work leads to more commissions, which is 

the experience at Supremo. “I wouldn’t say 

we have an industry reputation yet, but 

past 18 months but as designers and 

perfectionists, constantly looking for 

improvements, it’s a struggle to lock down 

and push it out.

“We really find more progress doing 

quicker self-initiated projects. We have 

really been ramping this up as we have

learnt that this is best way to drive interest 

and, ultimately, leads for new business. It’s 

lots of fun too, a great way for the team to 

work on something they are interested in 

and learn new skills along the way. One 

had creativesupremo.com, then 

supremo.tv and we have just acquired 

supremo.co.uk after years of bartering.”

The naming of a new studio is quickly 

followed by a website. Some studios use 

their site as a calling card to showcase 

their skills. One thing is 

common: keeping the site 

up-to-date can be somewhat

challenging, as Ian pointed 

out: “The phrase “the 

cobbler’s children are the 

worst shod” comes to mind, and a big

thorn in the side of most agencies around 

the world. We are so busy working on 

delivering the best for our clients, that our 

own website suffers. We have been 

working on a new website now for the 

One project that we did last summer 
was TypeTerms. It went viral, gaining 

over 120k visitors in six weeks

Above
The Supremo team 

meet for a breakfast 
meeting to plan the 
week’s work, fueled 

with plenty of pastries.

DESIGNER &
DEVELOPER

Dan Heywood

CREATIVE
DIRECTOR

Ian Cox

TECHNICAL
DIRECTOR

Mike Strand
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regarding our clients, we know the work 

we do for them will bring them back,” said 

Mike. “That means we don’t have to be 

pushy. We don’t sell ourselves as full 

service and we don’t oversell. We 

concentrate on what we are a good at: 

digital design and build.”

Mike continued: “We consider ourselves 

specialists in delivering the brief to a high 

standard. Leads for us generally come 

through various streams including Google, 

word of mouth and referrals, gallery 

features, web design blogs and site credit 

links on live work. This generally means 

we don’t rely on one route which keeps a 

steady flow coming in. We also believe 

that doing your own projects is the best 

way to generate new business. You just 

“We work with Sketch too, and 
have really started to integrate 

into the studio, but generally 
Photoshop, Illustrator and After 
Effects are used here. Over on 
development we use a mixture 
of Open Source and third-party 

services. Vagrant, Atom, PHP 
Storm and Sequel Pro are used 
most often in combination for 

the local development whereas 
Gitlab, Deploybot and 

lighthouse are integrated to 
allow us to version, deploy and 

track projects.”

MIKE STRAND
Partner and Technical Director

SUPREMO ACADEMY  
https://www.supremo.tv/academy/

Building a team full of talented 
people is vital to us. Leading on 
from the successes we have had 
with paid placement students 
we wanted to create a website 
that shows what we can offer 
with our academy. We knew this 
was an opportunity to try some 
new things and have some fun 
with it.

Running with the circus theme 
we created four 3D animated 
low-poly circus characters to 
help deliver our key messaging. 

Each character has the potential
to be a fully formed circus 
performer but just needs some 
help to bring the best out of 
them.

We set about using interesting 
transitions between the pages, 
nice typography and some 
bright colours. The fact that 
this project is for us, rather than 
a client lets us push the boat 
out and experiment with some 
techniques that you wouldn’t 
usually get away with or risk. 

One of the main challenges of 
the site, which took up quite a 
lot of our time, was the best way 
of displaying the 3D animations 
that worked on all devices. In 
the end, we used Canvas to 
power the sprites behind it 
delivering different files and 
sizes depending on what device 
you’re on. A mobile user isn’t 
going to need large, high-res 
animations on a smaller screen. 
This helps with overall file size 
giving a smoother experience.

DESIGNER

Kieran Baybutt

PR &
COPYWRITER

Rosie Heaton
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must have a long-term strategy and

believe it in 100 per cent. If you do

interesting work with value, and without

any pushy agenda, people will share it and

do the promotion for you.”

Studios often strive to avoid being

known for a particular type of work. With

an expanding roster of clients, is there an

ethos that runs through each of

Supremo’s completed designs? Mike

commented: “The latest project we did, for

Cazcabel tequila, was an interesting one.

All the free sample bottles helped,

naturally. It has a smoke transition

between pages, parallax effects and

moving clouds, thunder to give

perspective but used in a way that

enhances the brand storytelling and

aesthetic rather than just dumped in to be

trendy. We always aim to try and push the

boat out and deliver something that is

unique and the Cazcabel site, we think,

demonstrates this.”

The workflow of any given studio will

always be different, but with clients

needed their commissioned completed

with shortening lead times, being agile is

vital. “For a simple website, it generally

takes around six weeks to complete,” said

Ian. “For a big startup platform we are

working on, this has been planned over

five months. As a small studio, we are very

flexible and it changes week to week. With

Mike and I running the agency we work

together to form the brief and spec with

the client and then bring it into production

into the studio. That’s when we split up

the tasks. The most difficult part in my

opinion is the planning stage. It’s very

easy just to jump into a project and get on

with it. This is where experience comes in,

spotting the potential challenges and

finding solutions early on, and if you can’t

do that, keeping your plans flexible and

ready for change when it’s required.”

How new digital assets are created for

each client can require an extensive and

diverse toolset. With new frameworks

2010
After thinking about it for

some years, and
researching how a studio
should be run, Ian starts

Supremo.
No of employees: 0

2015
Supremo hires their first

member of staff, and moves
into first office in

Manchester city centre.
No of employees: 1

2012
Freelancing at Supremo, Ian
works for high profile clients
such as the BBC, Sony and

JWT.
No of employees: 0

2016
Launch of Type Terms, goes 
viral with 120k visitors in six 

weeks, Jeffrey Zeldman 
tweets about it.

No of employees: 2

2014
Time to take the plunge. Ian
stops working in-house and
begins to develop Supremo

into a studio.
No of employees: 0

2017
Feeling the squeeze at their 

existing offices, Supremo 
move to a bigger space in 

Salford.
No of employees: 3

2015
Expansion is needed at

Supremo. School friend and
developer Mike Strand joins

Supremo as partner.
No of employees: 0

2017
If you find it difficult to find 

the right talent, why not 
develop your own? 
Supremo opens the 

Supremo Academy student 
program.

No of employees: 3

TYPE TERMS https://www.supremo.tv/typeterms/

We decided to create self-initiated 
project Type Terms, an animated 
cheat sheet aimed to help teach new 
designers, and remind experienced 
ones, about typographic terminology.

The whole concept of Type Terms 
was built around the fact that we 
remember information better when 
looking at visuals as opposed to 
reading large amounts of text. 

We made sure that each term 
could be described visually by using 
clear and simple animations so that 
the user had an idea of what the 
term meant before having to read 
anything. This was achieved by using 
SVG’s and CSS Keyframe Animations 
to animate each term.

Type Terms was immensely 
popular across the web after being 
featured on several big web design 
and development sites such as 

Creative Bloq. Type Terms had 120k 
visitors in six weeks, 9.5k shares on 
Facebook and also won multiple site 
of the day awards from recognised 
web design and development 
websites such as the Awwwards,

One reason Type Terms did so well 

was due to success on social media. 
Hundreds of people from around 
the world shared it with one another 
across platforms such as Facebook, 
Twitter & LinkedIn. It even got the 
attention of Jeffrey Zeldman, the 
pioneer of web standards.

TIMELINE

Left
One of the most 
successful in-house 
projects Supremo have 
created, enables 
anyone to learn the 
basic typography 
terminology.
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appearing, and a continued focus on

mobile and multi-channel approaches to

customer communications, how does

Supremo construct their world-class

design?

“We are still predominately Adobe-

based on the creative side,” said Mike. “We

work with Sketch too, and have really

started to integrate into the studio, but

generally Photoshop, Illustrator and After

Effects are used here. Over on

development we use a mixture of Open

Source and third-party 

services. Vagrant, Atom, PHP

Storm and Sequel Pro are 

used most often in 

combination for the local 

development whereas Gitlab,

Deploybot and lighthouse are integrated

to allow us to version, deploy and track 

projects.”

Mike went on to explain: “HTML, CSS 

and Javascript have already come so far 

and are moving at a lightening pace. 

Long-winded processes and repetitive 

tasks can now be done programatically 

with very few lines of code. Complex, 

responsive layouts are ten times easier 

and faster to complete with tools such as 

CSS pre-processors, CSS Grid, JavaScript

task runners and so on. I believe that

these technologies will only improve with

age, with even more popping up to solve

problems that will arise in the future.

Having said that, the pace at which newer

frameworks and technologies come

around makes it difficult to keep up, you

always feel like you’re a little bit behind the

curve. At Supremo we keep an eye on

everything dubbed ‘the next best thing’

but only start working with it once we

have a clear need.

“Greensock.js is our go-to when building 

seamless page and element transitions. 

This is usually backed by Barba.js that 

handles any server requests client side. 

Neither of these are particularly new and 

shiny but we’ve been able to really push 

the boundaries on our web projects 

getting to know the two tools inside out. 

We won’t jump into using a new 

framework for the sake of it while an older 

framework isn’t restricting anything we do.

For backend build we’ve been using

Laravel as a starting point for a while.

Aside from that we’ve been following the

progress of CSS grids for a while and

we’ve excited to start using the new

properties in everyday projects.”

Clearly there is a focus today on mobile

first. Ian explained how Supremo

approach this element of their designs:

“Clients are lot more educated now with

responsive web design, so it’s easier to

justify the costs involved to

them. Mobile first is

something we brought in

and we are now really

starting to get to grips with.

With mobile now taking over

as the dominant force it’s a natural

progression for agencies to move with. I 

think designing for mobile is still in the 

nappy stage and is going to evolve greatly 

in the next couple of years.”

Coupled with mobile is of course the 

ubiquity of social media networks. Ian 

went on to explain how Supremo leverage 

these networks for their business and 

their clients: “We believe that if you build 

great content, people will naturally share 

“My advice to anyone looking 
to take a step into the industry is 

don’t be limited by your 
portfolio. Take a look online and 

find something that you think 
you could improve, and then 

do it. Last but not least; get your 
own domain and a proper 
email address linked to it; 
presentation is everything. 
Make sure you apply to our 

Academy too if your based in 
the North-West of England.”

IAN COX
Founder and Creative Director

Top left
Detailed planning is the core 
of successful digital design. 
Ian and Mike discuss their 
current project.

Top right
Downtime is taken very 
seriously at Supremo. 
Lunchtime Fifa is intense. 
We’re not sure who is 
winning.

Designing for mobile is still in the 
nappy stage and is going to evolve 
greatly in the next couple of years
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this on social media. We have partnered 

up with top content marketing companies 

such as iProspect and learned a lot from 

them. If you create great content such as 

data findings, tools, free assets, such as 

icons/vectors/photography, or interactive 

infographics that tell a story, then people 

will want to share these with 

colleagues, friends and 

family. The value really is in 

the content people are 

sharing. Focusing on that is 

key.”

Being able to use the masses of tools

now available to digital designers is only 

one component of becoming a great 

developer or designer in a studio. 

Supremo understand that they need to 

ensure they have the right people to meet 

the growing demands of their clients. But 

as Ian explained, Supremo people are also 

something else as well: “Choosing the 

right people is very important to Supremo. 

We have recently created a website for 

our academy and we took this chance to 

have fun with it by creating some 

animated circus characters.

We created the academy to show our 

ethos behind finding the best talent in the 

area. We have had some really good

results with doing paid placements with 

university students and graduates, giving 

them real world experience on live client 

work and teaching them new skills. 

“We really do find it rewarding, in a 

business sense too. Two of our current 

employees came through this route. 

Firstly, we look for potential in the portfolio 

and then it comes down to attitude. Are 

they keen? Willing to learn? The real key 

skill is how quickly they can develop, 

adapt and grow, both individually and as 

part of the team.

“My advice to anyone looking to take a 

step into the industry is don’t be limited 

by your portfolio. You can 

create any brief, for any 

client. Nike won’t be 

knocking down your door 

with lawyers because you 

have a self-initiated project 

in your portfolio involving its brand. Take a 

look online and find something that you 

think you could improve, and then do it. 

Last but not least; get your own domain 

and a proper email address linked to it; 

presentation is everything.

Make sure you apply to our Academy 

too if your based in the North-West of 

England.”

Take a look online and find 
something that you think you could 

improve, and then do it. 

Above
Clearly for Supremo, 

vitamin C is powering 
their creative minds, as 

they discuss their 
on-going projects.

CAZCABEL TEQUILLA http://cazcabel.com

Tasked with creating a grungy and 
rustic site that allowed the team 
at Cazcabel to tell the story of 
the legend behind the drink, Don 
Cazcabel, we began working away 
to create a site that would help them 
deliver that message.

We started off with sketches, 
then wireframes, before designing 
the pages. It was important to get 
the client on board early on so no 
time was wasted. We like doing sites 
like this in which you can visually 
do interesting things rather than 
something more corporate.

We came up with a series of 
cool smoke page transitions and 
a uniquely engaging homepage 
that hooks the user from the start 
and engages them into the story. 
The whole site loads dynamically 
without excessive wait-times, giving 
it a real cinematic experience.

We created an interesting recipe 
section on the site and also, a blog 
section inspired by the Mexican 
card game, “La Loteria”, with each 
flippable card representing a post.

The finished product is made in 
WordPress CMS, which gives the 

Cazcabel team complete control 
over their site. The client was really 
happy with the final piece and are 
already planning another site for 
another product range they have. 
Hopefully this involves some more 
free samples!
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www.supremo.co.uk

FOUNDER
Ian Cox

YEAR FOUNDED
2010

CURRENT EMPLOYEES
3

LOCATION
Salford, Manchester

SERVICES
UX Design

Web 
Development 

 
Mobile 

Development
 

Animation
  

Branding

All the best studios are on a constant 

improvement trajectory. Supremo is no 

different, as Ian concluded: “The main 

thing for us is to continue to create 

refreshing, interesting work. As an 

unashamedly small studio we have real 

freedom to do innovative projects, both 

for clients and for ourselves.

We really want to focus on the culture 

at Supremo. We want people to feel 

relaxed and happy, in my experience 

people then do the best work. As 

designers, we deliver the best stuff when 

we are happy.

“We also want to build our business 

around the ideas from the people that 

come through our academy graduates. 

They have been learning all the latest 

technologies and innovations and most 

importantly, have an open-mind with what 

can and cannot be done. As leaders, we 

can then use our experience to shape and 

mould these ideas into viable concepts. As 

a company this approach will keep us at 

the front and constantly moving forward.

“In terms of exciting work we are 

currently working on, we are busy at the 

moment working for our startup client 

3xplor.com on a platform that involves VR, 

360 video and the self-selling property 

market. Our biggest project so far at six 

months and its looking fantastic. 

Manchester’s tech scene has really took 

off in the past couple of years with some 

great innovative startups, we want to work 

with more of those.”

Supremo have staked their claim, as a 

studio that is going places. Small, yet a 

dynamo of creative thinking and output, 

it’s no surprise that brands want to work 

with this studio. Punching well above their 

weight, the skills embedded in the team 

are diverse, yet share a desire to transform 

the digital environment we all live in. 
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VR & AUGMENTED REALITYVR & AUGMENTED REALITY

WebVR is an extremely interesting

technology, a browser API that’s 

currently blooming, simultaneously 

with the arrival of all the new VR 

headsets in the last year or so. 

Originally started at Mozilla, it is now 

getting a big push from Google, and 

more recently by members of 

Microsoft and Apple teams. The 

technology itself has a great premise 

of democratising the fragmented and 

walled-off world of VR app stores – it 

really does make sense being able to 

travel the whole web while being fully 

immersed in it. The concept has been 

promised to us for decades, and finally 

2017 sees the first full version of the 

API shipped in Firefox 55 for Windows. 

It’s still in it’s early stages, but 

WebVR is evolving really quickly, 

adopting lessons from all the research 

done in VR already, just making it 

more open. It’s the next step of RWD, 

just more 3D and spatial than before. 

Yet all of the general rules apply: how 

to adapt the world created to people 

with different devices and different 

capabilities, let them see each other 

and interact the best way they can. 

This is the beginning of a whole 

new layer of web, still experimental, 

still making mistakes, and one day 

we’ll be looking back at this time in 

internet history the same way we’re 

looking now at the early digital art 

creations of GeoCities.

Virtual reality has had a colourful
history – from the beginnings in

science fiction, through the early
prototypes, up till now, where

finally anyone can buy it and use
it. On that journey, the web is an
obvious destination, the same

IT’S EVOLVING, IT’S THE NEXT EVOLUTION OF RESPONSIVE DESIGN

5 STEPS TO GREAT WEBVR
1.  THE WORLD

As with traditional web design, there 

are rules that should be followed in 

order for the experience to make 

sense. Even if you’re breaking some 

of the rules on purpose, consistency 

and logical navigation are the key. 

That gets so much more 

complicated in VR – there’s still a lot 

experimental research going into 

what a ‘website’ looks like, how a 

‘link’ works and how other visitors 

might look to you.

2.  INTERACTION

Continuing on the UX theme, it’s not 

just mouse click any more. There’s a 

variety of controllers, and ways to 

interact. For the best results it’s 

good to use simple physics – 

pressing, pushing, lifting, things that 

feel natural. And similarly to other 

projects, it’s always very beneficial to 

test with a wide variety of people; as 

it’s new, this should include those 

who’ve never tried it before.

3.  LINKS

A tricky problem to solve in WebVR, 

and in VR in general, is how people 

travel between places. One of the 

more popular solutions involves 

teleportation and see-through 

portals. That sounds way more sci-fi 

than it actually is – and it works well. 

You can also let people fly between 

places, but it has to be really subtle 

– in this case, you’re moving the 

whole world around the user.

4.  RESPONSIVE DESIGN

Not only regarding the performance, 

but also different device capabilities. 

Different controllers have different 

buttons, sometimes it’s only one 

controller, the user might be sitting 

or standing, and the device might 

let them walk around or might not. 

While original responsive design 

would adapt to different device 

resolutions, this time we have to 

adapt to different user space – some 

only look around, some sit and 

some walk around. An environment 

should be comfortable for all.

5.  PERSONAL SPACE

And speaking of user testing – make 

sure your users are in a comfortable 

place. This hasn’t really been a 

problem on the web before, but in 

VR you should be really cautious of 

users’ surroundings. It’s a new 

problem to have, but you really have 

to be sure you don’t poke your 

users in a face with your digital 

creations. Other than that, 

experiment, be creative and don’t be 

afraid to try new things – we’re in the 

‘work in progress’ GIF era of WebVR.eriential 

ra Digital

I
ector of web and e

design at Ob
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VR & AUGMENTED REALITY

The main part of the project is its

generative system. There are no

external 3D assets – everything that

you see is generated from code,

which, while a bit complicated, has

significant benefits. The environment

can be easily scaled to any size or

quality (which greatly helps with

performance), you can generate any

random variations of it (generative

design) and the size of the whole

project remains unchanged. With

current graphics processing

capabilities, more and more

experiences and games (such as No

Man’s Sky) are moving into procedural

generation like that.

1. IS WEBVR AVAILABLE?

Let’s assume we have our WebGL

environment running, looks good,

everything’s working properly, so we

want to run it in VR. First, it’s important

to test whether the user has WebVR

available on their device. To do this,

put the detector line before the

beginning of your project:

WEBVR.checkAvailability().catch(

function( message ) {

document.body.appendChild(

WEBVR.getMessageContainer( message

) );

} );

2. ENABLE WEBVR

Next, in three.js there’s a simple switch

for enabling WebVR:

renderer.vr.enabled = true;

3. DETECT DISPLAYS

After this, it’s time to detect what VR

displays are available. This is a second

check, because 1. We check if the

browser has WebVR enabled, and

then 2. We check which devices (if

any) are currently connected

and available:

WEBVR.getVRDisplay( function (

display ) {

renderer.vr.setDevice( display );

document.body.appendChild( WEBVR.

getButton( display, renderer.

domElement ) );

} );

4. INTO VR MODE

At that point, three.js will handle

simple UI for switching into VR mode.

Similar to sound and any pop-ups, this

has to be triggered by user click. Also,

while running it, the frame rate of the

renderer changes from the typical

60fps to 90fps for compatible VR

devices. For that reason, any

incremental animations happening in

the render loop might play faster in

the headset. To get around this, and

as a general good practice, for

animations it’s good to use:

clock.getDelta()

5. TAKE CONTROLLERS

And now for the interaction: while

seeing a detailed VR environment

feels really immersive, what makes a

huge difference is to be able to touch,

modify, create or destroy things inside

it. This is where the controllers step in.

Three.js has all the common ones

implemented already, check –

DaydreamController.js,

GearVRController.js and

ViveController.js here:

controller1 = new THREE.

ViveController( 0 );

controller1.standingMatrix =

renderer.vr.getStandingMatrix();

scene.add( controller1 );

controller2 = new THREE.

ViveController( 1 );

controller2.standingMatrix =

renderer.vr.getStandingMatrix();

scene.add( controller2 );

6. BOOST PERFORMANCE

What else should you keep in mind?

Especially for VR, performance is really

important. As your content has to go

through multiple layers – JavaScript,

WebGL, Browser, API and then your

device software and hardware – your

application has to be super-lean not to

hit any bottlenecks. And the biggest

bottleneck is the number of draw calls.

In simple terms, what impacts the

speed of rendering of the graphics

card is the number of separate objects

and materials visible at the same time.

Fortunately, there’s an easy way to get

a significant performance boost by

merging all the elements that are not

moving into one large object. Even if

they’re fully separate, they can be

glued into one big mesh. Of course,

this trick works only on non-moving

elements – once you merge things

together, it’s really hard to make them

move separately again.

7. FINE-TUNING

More complex lights and shadows,

especially when there are multiple

ones in the scene, tend to slow down

exponentially to the number of them

enabled. The best way to get around it

is to merge them together and ‘bake’

them in. The way it actually works is,

using any 3D editing software, you

can paint the lights and shadows onto

the elements – as long as the light

source and the objects are not

moving, everything is really highly

detailed and lit, but there’s no actual

calculation happening for it.

FIND OUT HOW TO USE THREE.JS TO ADD AN EXTRA DIMESNSION

MASS MIGRATIONS

massmigrations.com
Switch to WebVR to enjoy. Get the 
code at bit.ly/2yUr2iY.

As with any emerging technology, 
there are multiple platforms and 
devices supported at any given 
time. While competition is good 
for the market, the fragmentation 
is a bit problematic for people 
using it. From currently available 
ones, we have: HTC Vive – room 
scale, spacious, two controllers; 
Oculus Rift – generally set up 
in smaller spaces, great Touch 
controllers; Google Cardboard 
– cheapest and simplest way to 
experience VR using a phone; 
Google Daydream – similar to 
Cardboard in some ways, but with 
software and hardware updates 
including one Bluetooth controller; 
Samsung Gear VR – also phone 
based, no controller but a button 
on the side for interaction.

The main variables: some devices 
have two controllers, some have 
one, others none. There are also 
two main types of tracking: 3DoF 
and 6DoF. Three degrees of 
freedom equals rotation; six means 
rotation and translation. With 
former, you can just look around; 
with latter, you can also move.

SEE MORE… 

VR HEADSETS

With current graphics 
processing capabilities, more 

and more experiences and 
games, such as No Man’s Sky, 

are moving into 
procedural generation

_________________________
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4 ESSENTIAL WEBVR TOOLS WANT TO GET STARTED TODAY? ADD THESE TO YOUR TOOLSET

THREE.JS

threejs.org
The leading WebGL engine on the
web, it’s a perfect solution for
building WebVR experiences with
basic JavaScript knowledge. One of
the most powerful parts of it is the
wide selection of demos and
examples – every major part of the
framework has a clearly written
sample, providing a perfect starting
point for any project. It also has a
growing community with questions
to any potential problems already
answered on Stack Overflow.

A-FRAME

aframe.io
A-Frame is an open-source web
framework for building virtual
reality. Built on top of a three.js
engine, A-Frame lets you create 3D
content in a similar way to building
HTML website. With full support
from Mozilla team and WebVR
community, A-Frame is the easiest
point of entry to creating VR on
the web. Similar to three.js, it has a
long list of examples, and for
beginners, clear introduction here:
aframe.io/aframe-school.

THREE.JS EDITOR

threejs.org/editor
One thing that lots of people might
accidentally miss, three.js has also
its own fully featured editor, on the
web. It works on desktop and
mobile, and whatever changes you
make, you can instantly view in VR.
It’s a great place to start: you can
create the scene with all the assets
without any coding, but whenever
you’re ready to go further, it’s all
scriptable from the editor. For a list
of advanced examples, with code,
visit mrdoob.neocities.org.

WEBVR SLACK

webvr-slack.herokuapp.com
Imagine that there‘s a Slack 
channel with everyone working on 
WebVR technology in one place. 
Well, there is and this is it. It’s a 
great resource for keeping track of 
all the new browsers, devices and 
platform release news. Especially 
with an evolving API, it’s good to 
keep up with the news from the 
actual creators. And once you’re 
there, say hi to Mr.doob, Tojiro, 
Josh Carpenter and everyone else 
who is involved. 

BE INSPIRED
CHECK OUT WHAT’S HAPPENING 
WITH VR ON THE WEB

Sketchfab

sketchfab.com

WebVR Experiments

webvrexperiments.com

A-Frame Showcase

aframe.io/examples

VR & AUUGM& AU
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HARDWARE

Mobile devices come in all
shapes and sizes. Designers must
consider that many users will
be using smaller screens. When
designing for smaller screens,
ensure your typefaces are clear,
easy to read and employ a high-
contrast colour scheme.

COGNITIVE LOAD

One of the main arguments for AR
interfaces is that they will lessen
the cognitive load for users. UX
designers must live up to this
by using AR sparingly to add
value, rather than overwhelm
with unnecessary information or
unclear on-screen prompts.

USER COMFORT

UX designers are used to
designing for screens, meaning
that a main design consideration
will be wrist/eyestrain, and
designing to minimise this. With
AR, designers will also need to
consider minimising other physical
discomforts such as cramp, fatigue
and muscular strains.

ENVIRONMENT

Considering the mobile nature
of most AR-enabled devices, 
designers must consider a user’s 
location, with all kinds of new 
environmental considerations. 
When designing for this, consider 
how the tech works in differing 
light conditions, weather, and 
whether users will be stationary or 
moving around.

INCLUSIVE DESIGN

There are more than 10 million 
people in the UK currently living 
with impairments. To reach and 
engage the widest possible 
user-base, UX devs must consider 
designing for the many, not the 
few. You should take into account 
common issues such as impaired 
vision, hearing, mobility and 
colour-blindness.

HOW AR WILL 
INFLUENCE UX

THREE.AR.JS

github.com/google-ar/three.ar.js
This is a helper three.js library for

building augmented reality that runs in

WebARonARKit and WebARonARCore.

What are these? They are apps for

Android and iOS that enable

developers to build augmented reality

experiences using web technologies.

ARGON

www.argonjs.io
Argon is a JavaScript framework that

allows users to add AR content to web

apps. y created to work with

the Ar the platform is

now s. In

d h

AR.JS

github.com/jeromeetienne/AR.js
Who wants efficient augmented reality 

for the web? We all do and that is what 

AR.js brings to the table. Find out more

about how the platform works via 

GitHub. Plus, check out Jerome’s 

Twitter account @jerome_etienne for 

his latest thoughts and updates.

6 TOOLS YOU NEED TO KNOW  WANT TO START EXPERIMENTING WITH WEBAR. TRY THESE

HOW IS AR BEING USED TODAY? HERE ARE SOME IMPRESSIVE E

HILARY STEPHENSON, MD OF UX 
DESIGN AGENCY SIGMA, TELLS ALL

Download the SOLAR 
marker to view. 
bit.ly/2xY2RCl

LE

a

rgon br

w aimed at all brow

elopment is integration h

illa’s A-Frame framework.
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A combination of AR and VR,
mixed reality (MR) uses next-
generation technology to overlay 
virtual objects in a real-time 
setting, allowing users to interact 
with them.

Mixed reality was really thrust 
into the mainstream following the 
launch of Microsoft HoloLens and 
then Apple’s developer platform 
ARKit and Google’s ARCore. As 
a result, there is an increasing 
demand from consumers for this 
type of technology and experts 
are now predicting that the sector 
could be worth almost £120 billion 
in a few years’ time.

Developers can build MR 
experiences with a few lines of 
code, which can be accessed 
across mobile, tablet, desktop 
and head-mounted displays to 
reduce constraints and extend 
audience reach.

Industry-leading businesses 
are already exploring MR after 
realising the benefits to connect, 
interact and sell to customers in a 
new way. In the retail sector, we’re 
seeing retailers use MR to create 
interactive virtual fitting rooms 
and room visualisation tools where 
consumers can try out virtual retail 
products in their own home before 
making a purchasing decision.

The technology is becoming 
more accessible and affordable, 
meaning we will start seeing 
it being used more widely in 
sectors that will benefit from its 
information-sharing abilities, 
such as home décor, education, 
construction and manufacturing.

MIXED REALITY  
AND THE WEB

AWE

awe.media
Awe is a platform that allows users to 

build MR (mixed reality) experiences. 

Users create via a simple drag-and-

drop interface (no code) via computer,

smartphone or tablet. The app can 

then be extended with JS and CSS, 

and works in the browser.

BLIPPAR

blippar.com/en
Blippar provides a host of tools to 

create AR experiences. But, it is its 

Blippbuilder Script tool that enables 

developers to create immersive 3D 

augmented reality experiences in 

JavaScript. Define your scene, script 

custom effects and integrate. 

CREATING AR

aframe.io/blog/arjs
Not really a tool, but it uses essential 

platforms AR.js and A-Frame. This 

tutorial, by AR.js creator and founder 

Jerome Etienne, demonstrates how to 

create augmented reality experiences 

by combining the two libraries. And it 

uses less than ten lines of HTML.

Hidden World

bit.ly/2wuWmDk

HIRO (AR.js)

bit.ly/2yFnznw

SOLAR

bit.ly/2fMwuQl

CEO OF DIGITALBRIDGE DAVID 
LEVINE ON HOW AR & VR MIX
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HOW TO: CREATE 3D ART WITH WORLD BRUSH
The power of ARKit on iPhone devices 

is here and already the World Brush 

App is setting a high standard by 

having the ability to paint on anything 

and save those paintings in situ. With 

different brushes, widths and colours, 

it takes doodles and places them in 

the world.

1. GETTING STARTED

When the app starts for the first time, 

it gives specific instructions on its 

usage. All paintings are anonymous so 

you have complete artistic freedom to 

do whatever you like. Realising that 

this could be a problem for some 

individuals, there is an ability to report 

abusive images.

2. CALIBRATING THE DEVICE

In order to see the world around you 

and find objects, the phone has to be 

held still for a short amount of time; 

this screen disappears very quickly 

and this then gives you access to 

start painting. The default brush 

paints in one colour only, but the size 

can be adjusted.

3. CHANGING THE DEFAULTS

To switch up the brush, click the brush 

icon and an overlay screen allows for 

different drawing methods such as 

using a brush or calligraphy pen. The 

brush paints with the texture of a 

brush in 3D, and calligraphy changes 

the width as the angle alters.

4. ONLINE PAINTINGS

When the tick icon is pressed, the 

painting is saved. Other paintings 

can be found by hitting the radar 

icon – this displays a world map with 

the paintings on. There’s also a local 

map with nearby paintings so that 

you can explore those and visit them 

in location.

5. USING THE DEVICE TO PAINT

An alternative to using a brush to paint 

is to use the device instead and move 

that in the air. Switching into this mode 

by clicking the ‘phone’ icon gives 

instructions to tap the screen and 

move the phone around to leave a 

trail behind the movement.

6. A LITTLE MORE DIFFICULT

It’s much harder to paint in the air 

using the device, as the paint starts 

exactly where you are stood. Standing 

back shows what you have painted 

and this is quite difficult because of 

the limited view. Despite that, this feels 

much more fun and is good for simple 

USING THE LATEST AR TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE ON PHONES, WORLD BRUSH LETS YOU SAVE PAINTINGS ON ANYTHING

mid-air doodles!
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SNEAK PEEK: CSS & VR
What was your thinking
behind bringing CSS

into the VR sphere?
CSS already provides most

of what we need to create

interactive 3D experiences

— transforms can position content in

3D space, pseudo-classes allow

elements to be styled based on user

interaction, and media queries allow

styles to be conditionally applied

based on device configuration. Media

queries also afford us another

important benefit; the ability to apply

styles for a VR device in a progressive

manner, just as we do with other

aspects of web design.

What are the key
properties used in

your prototype?
The CSSVR prototype tries

to abstract away the

hardware communication

and rendering complexities, allowing

developers to build VR experiences

using basic HTML and CSS. To

simulate this, the prototype exposes a

new media type to allow style rules to

be targeted at devices that support

VR. It also explores how user

interaction could work. The :hover

pseudo-class is used to style elements

when the user looks at them, and the

simulator will also dispatch click events

after a long stare.

What have you learnt
from your CSS VR

experiments?
It’s really early days for the

project, so I’m learning all

the time. I have established

that VR through CSS is technically

possible and is surprisingly simple to

work with. However, I still need to

explore the practicalities of it.

Do you think CSS VR will
become a viable part of

a developer’s WebVR toolset in
the near future?

The purpose of the CSSVR

project is to explore what

could be possible if

developers were able to build

progressive VR experiences using CSS

— it’s not designed to be a tool for

enabling VR for everyone. I’m excited

to explore what a VR-enabled web

could look like. Ultimately though, for

developers to be able to build robust

VR experiences with CSS, browsers

will need to do all the heavy lifting and

for that to happen we need to create

good case studies to prove its worth.

What’s up next for you
and CSS VR?
More exploration. To date, 

the project focus has been 

about laying a foundation 

to build upon. The next step is to 

use CSSVR to create better 

examples. Although one-off 3D 

scenes can look impressive, that’s 

not really the point of the project. 

The next few demos will be focused 

on the possibilities of progressively 

enhancing content with VR. I also 

hope to encourage developers who 

are intrigued by the idea of using CSS 

to create VR experiences to try the 

project and explore the possibilities 

for themselves.

KEITH CLARK GIVES THE LOWDOWN O MENTS 

THE CSSVR PROTOTYPE TRIES TO ABSTRACT AWAY THE HARDWARE COMMUNICATION AND 
RENDERING COMPLEXITIES, ALLOWING DEVELOPERS TO BUILD VR EXPERIENCES USING BASIC HTML 

AND CSS. TO SIMULATE THIS, THE PROTOTYPE EXPOSES A NEW MEDIA TYPE TO ALLOW STYLE RULES 
TO BE TARGETED AT DEVICES THAT SUPPORT VR.

I enjoy pushing the boundaries and exploring what can be achieved in
a web browser. I’ve pioneered techniques like CSS parallax, created 1k
JavaScript games and, back in the day, I brought CSS3 selectors to IE.

github.com/keithclark/cssvr  |  keithclark.co.uk/articles/css-vr/

BIO: KEITH CLARK - FRONT-END DEVELOPER

N IS SS EXP



Tutorials

Employ the power of Mozilla’s A-Frame to quickly and easily  
bring together your own virtual experience

Build an interactive 
WebVR journey

www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner
DOWNLOAD TUTORIAL FILES
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ebVR is finding more and more

uses as designers and developers

turn to this technology to create

everything from web games to

interactive experiences for National Geographic.

Mozilla’s A-Frame library is the go-to framework as they’ve

made it so easy to set up your WebVR scene. It simply

becomes a case of adding some custom HTML tags to

the page and you are away. Powering A-Frame is the

Three.js library and it’s completely possible to create a

scene using that, but A-Frame’s power and ease of use is

that it has built-in support for mobile accelerometer/

gyroscope control of the VR scene. Placing the phone

inside a cardboard headset or slightly more polished

plastic VR lens headset easily turns the mobile device into

a fully-featured VR device.

Creating interactions is also easy with A-Frame. It’s

thoughtfully got a ‘gaze’ cursor included. This simply

means that there is a circle showing up where you are

looking. Adding click events to objects can be a quick

way to get navigation from one screen to another, and

when viewing on a mobile device the viewer doesn’t

have to tap the phone screen to click. Instead the gaze

cursor will fire a click event if you hover over the link for

a few seconds.

1. Link up the library
Open the start project folder in your code editor and

then open the ‘main.html’ file. This will be the first VR

screen so let’s get started there. In the head section the

A-Frame library needs to be added in order to give the

project VR capabilities. All documentation for this library

can be found at a-frame.io.

<script src=”js/aframe-master.min.js”></

script>

2. Creating the VR scene
Move to the body section of your page and enter the 

code here. The a-scene tag adds the VR scene, but alone 

there is no content. The first thing to add is to preload the 

image that will be used as the panorama. Items to be

preloaded are placed inside the a-assets tag. The id of

pano will be used to access this image.

<a-scene>

<a-assets>

<img id=”pano” src=”assets/center.jpg”>

</a-assets>

</a-scene>

3. VR ready
Now add the following code here before the closing

a-scene tag, otherwise it won’t be included in the scene.

This adds the panorama image to wrap around inside a

sphere as the sky. A camera is added with a white ‘gaze’

cursor. Save this page and test on a local server to see the

basic VR fully working.

<a-sky src=”#pano”></a-sky>

<a-camera position=”0 0 0”>

<a-cursor color=”#fff”></a-cursor>

</a-camera>

4. Making it interactive
In order to interact with the scene, another image needs

to be loaded. This will become an interaction point when

the ‘gaze’ cursor hovers over this. Add the code shown

here into the a-assets tags so that this is preloaded and

ready to use in the VR scene.

<img id=”navigate” src=”assets/nav.png”>

5. Adding into the scene
To make this show up in the scene, the next section of

code should be added anywhere before the closing

a-scene tag. It’s a good idea to keep your content

together, so for organisational purposes place it before 

the a-camera tags. This places the image in the scene, 

but notice it also has an onclick event attached, which 

won’t work yet as the page isn’t created.

<a-image src=”#navigate” width=”5” 

height=”5” position=”0 1.5 3” scale=”0.3 0.3 

0.3” rotation=”0 0 0” onclick=”window.

W location.assign(‘left.html’)”></a-image>

6. Rotate and reposition
The image is going to be repositioned slightly so that it fits

over the door and then rotated on the Y axis so that it is

facing the camera. It only needs rotating 180 degrees to

face the camera but 185 degrees helps it to fit the position

of the door slightly better. Amend the code as shown,

save the page and refresh your browser.

<a-image src=”#navigate” width=”5”

height=”5” position=”0.4 1.5 3” scale=”0.3

0.3 0.3” rotation=”0 185 0” onclick=”window.

location.assign(‘left.html’)”></a-image>

7. Add another hotspot
Two out of the three doors in this scene will have

interactive hotspots on them. These will load other HTML

pages with new scenes in there. Now add the next image

underneath the first. These co-ordinates will position it

over the top of another door in the scene. Save and check

your browser to see the update.

<a-image src=”#navigate” width=”5”

height=”5” position=”-3 1.5 -1.5” scale=”0.3

0.3 0.3” rotation=”0 80 0” onclick=”window.

location.assign(‘forward.html’)”></a-image>

8. A new scene
Make sure that main.html is saved then choose File, Save

As and save it as ‘left.html’. Amend the content in the

a-assets as shown here. The main change is the update to

the panorama photo, which is now ‘left.jpg’. This will

produce a new scene. The navigation image is still

3D space
Remember when working with 3D that all 
objects are positioned in 3D space, with 0, 0 , 0 
being the centre of the scene. Rotating on the y 
axis will probably be the most common rotation 
you make.

Tutorials

Left

Within three steps of code we have a basic VR panorama 
scene set up that we can interact with. The project must be 
viewed from a testing server though
 
Top left

The interactive hotspot shows up but it’s positioned the 
wrong way so it needs rotating around to face the camera

Top right

Now both hotspots are positioned over the doors. When 
working the position out it’s just a case of trial and error to 
get the angle and position just right
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needed as it can be used to go back.

<a-assets>

  <img id=”pano” src=”assets/left.jpg”>

  <img id=”navigate” src=”assets/nav.png”>

</a-assets>

9. Update the hotspots
Remove the previous hotspot a-image code and replace 

it with the following. This is set to position over the door in 

the new image. If you save this and test it in the browser 

you will be able to move between scenes. On the desktop 

you need to click with the mouse, but on mobile you just 

need to hover over the hotspot with the ‘gaze’ cursor for 

a few seconds. 

<a-image src=”#navigate” width=”5” 

height=”5” position=”0.35 1.5 3” scale=”0.3 

0.3 0.3” rotation=”0 175 0” onclick=”window.

location.assign(‘main.html’)”></a-image>

Build an interactive WebVR journey

10. Another scene
Now save your left.html page and save this as ‘forward.

html’ for the next scene. As previously the code to change 

here is really just an update to the panorama image to be 

displayed in the VR scene. Change this to ‘forward.jpg’ to 

preload the right image in the assets.

<a-assets>

  <img id=”pano” src=”assets/forward.jpg”>

  <img id=”navigate” src=”assets/nav.png”>

</a-assets>

11. Final hotspot
Now delete the a-image tag and replace it with the 

following. This again positions this in just the right place 

over the door of the scene and will take the user back to 

the previous scene. Save and view this page in the 

browser to see all of the pages linked up and working.

<a-image src=”#navigate” width=”5” 

height=”5” position=”-0.7 1.5 -3” scale=”0.3 

0.3 0.3” rotation=”0 10 0” onclick=”window.

location.assign(‘main.html’)”></a-image>

12. Adding branding
If you tried to add branding like some kind of header to 

the page like in a normal webpage, when going into VR 

mode it would distort or not show up at all. Open the 

main.html and add the code here to load a new asset for 

the logo so that it can be displayed in the VR scene.

<a-assets>

  <img id=”pano” src=”assets/center.jpg”>

  <img id=”navigate” src=”assets/nav.png”>

  <img id=”logo” src=”assets/logo.png”>

</a-assets>

13. Attach to the camera
The image is going to be added inside the camera, so 

that it always faces the camera in the scene. It’s hard to 

position in the top left, as the top left will be different on 

every screen. Try this to see it working. It’s not perfect but 

it works for VR.

<a-camera position=”0 0 0”>

  <a-image src=”#logo” width=”2” height=”1” 

position=”0 1 -1.5” scale=”0.2 0.2 0.2” 

rotation=”0 0 0”></a-image>

  <a-cursor color=”#fff”></a-cursor>

</a-camera>

14. Different branding
We are going to take a different approach to branding by 

creating a landing page before the VR experience begins, 

and as such we will comment out the code in the last two 

steps. Create a new HTML page and save it as ‘index.html’, 

then add the code here to the body tags.

<div id=”wrapper”>

  <img src=”assets/logo.png”>

  <h2>Virtual Gallery Tour</h2>

  <a href=”main.html” class=”button”>Begin 

Tour</a> Photo Credits: <a href=”https://

www.flickr.com/photos/

peterleth/30636542244”>Peter Leth</a>

</div>

15. Styling this up
The previous link gave access to the VR experience and 

added branding to the experience. Now it’s time to add 

CSS to style this up. Add the code in style tags or in a 

separate style sheet, depending on your preference. The 

body styling just removes margins and sets the 

typography up.

body {

  margin: 0;

  padding: 0;

  overflow: hidden;

  height: 100%;

  width: 100%;

  font-size: 1.2em;

  color: #999;

  font-family: ‘Oswald’, sans-serif;

}

16. Vertical centre
To centre the text vertically, the wrapper is set to be 

positioned absolutely on the page from the top and left. 

It’s then moved back 50% of the element’s width and 

Top left

All the scenes are linked up now so you can experience 
the navigation on your desktop or mobile device
 
Top right

Branding can be added into the scene, but this needs to be 
attached to the camera in order to stay on the screen at all 
times

Right 

Creating a landing page to kick off the VR experience is a 
good place to brand up the site, and if necessary you could 
offer some explanations on how to view it as VR with a 
mobile device

Parent-child 
relationships
Adding an image inside the camera’s closing tag 
makes it a child of the camera, which means that it 
stays in a fixed position to the camera, perfect for 
when something must be visible at all times.

Tutorials
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Build an interactive WebVR journey

interface. Save the page and sit back and view this start to 

the VR experience.

.button {

  display: block;

  padding: 10px;

  margin: 20px auto;

  width: 290px;

  background: #454545;

  text-decoration: none;

  color: #fff;

  border-radius: 3px;}

19. Bonus section
Just as an additional bonus, it’s very easy to make any of 

our scenes contain a video sphere. Open any of the 

existing pages and save as ‘movie.html’. Now amend the 

assets section of the page so that it loads a video instead 

of an image as in the code below. You can see how it is 

set to constantly loop and to start playing automatically.

<a-assets>

  <video id=”video” src=”assets/360.mp4” 

autoplay loop crossorigin></video>

</a-assets>

20. Displaying the video
To make the video show up as a ‘sky’ like the image did, 

it’s a slightly different command called the ‘videosphere’, 

which makes sense. You can also see how the rotation of 

the video can be adjusted so that a specific area is 

focused when the video loads.

<a-videosphere src=”#video” rotation=”0 180 

0”></a-videosphere>

height using transform: translate. It’s width is set at 320 

pixels so that it will fit into all devices.

#wrapper {

  position: absolute;

  top: 45%;

  left: 50%;

  transform: translate(-50%, -50%);

  width: 320px;

  text-align: center; 

}

17. Position the image
The next CSS selectors set up how the image tag is to be 

displayed so that it centres inside the wrapper element. 

The link tag is given a colour in keeping with the logo of 

the KSM gallery and the decoration underline is removed 

to help it fit more naturally into the content.

img {

  display: block;

  margin: 0 auto;

}

a { 

  text-decoration: none; 

  color: #666; 

}

18. Style up the button
The button to take the user into the VR experience should 

be the main area of focus on the design, so this is given 

the appropriate styling to ensure it stands out. This is 

done by placing it on a grey background with very slight 

round corners so that it appears like a button on the 

There are a wide
number of camera’s
that will take 360º  
photos, from rigs of 
GoPros that need to 
be stitched together to 
simpler all-in-one  
solutions like the  
Samsung Gear 360 
and the Ricoh Theta. 
The Theta is one of the 
easiest to use, with a 
number of features 
such as connecting to 
your phone so that the 
phone acts as a remote 
control device. This is 
quite important as when 
you take a picture you’ll 
want to set the camera 
on a tripod and then 
get into position before 
taking the image. The 
latest Theta camera can 
also take 4K 360º video, 
which might seem quite 
high-pixel density, but 
those pixels are being 
stretched around the 
inside of a sphere so it’s 
not really that high. 

21. Interactions are possible
If you need to have an interactive hot spot then just 

ensure you have the image preloaded in your assets and 

then you can place an image in the scene. More 

importantly though you must have a ‘gaze’ cursor or you 

won’t be able to interact with the image.

<a-image src=”#navigate” width=”5” 

height=”5” position=”-0.7 1.5 -3” scale=”0.3 

0.3 0.3” rotation=”0 10 0” onclick=”window.

location.assign(‘main.html’)”></a-image>

<a-camera position=”0 0 0”>

  <a-cursor color=”#fff”></a-cursor>

</a-camera>

Getting your 
own images

Tutorials
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Create an animated 
call to action
As seen on http://lookbook.cruxkitchen.com

Sliding call to action
The Buy Now bar slides in as the user scrolls
the page to this section. The panel slides in
from the left, but the actual content of the
panel slides in from the bottom of the panel.
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New content expands
As new content starts to become visible
on the screen, the width of this element
expands outward to give it more
prominence within the design.

Main menu
As the user starts to explore the site,
the main menu slides into view from
the right hand edge of the page to
give easy access to different content.

Animated steam
As the coffee maker becomes visible,
some very subtle steam is animated
puffing out of the coffee pot, giving a
very realistic appearance.

Parallax
graphics
The images and
text in the centre
of the screen
scroll up at
different speeds
in a very subtle
parallax style.



Createananimatedcall toaction

1. Creating the buy animation
To create the buy animation as featured on the 

Lookbook Crux Kitchen site, there needs to be a couple 

of div elements that can slide in, with one placed inside 

the other so that it can move in and up onto the screen.

<div id=”slideIn”>

<div id=”slideUp”><img src=”img/buy.png”></

div>

</div>

2. Adding basic page style
The webpage needs some CSS styling, which can be 

placed in the head section of the webpage or in a 

separate CSS file. Here the body is being styled so that 

the background of the page has an image over it just so 

the slider stands out on top of it.

body {

margin: 0;

padding: 0;

background: url(img/coffee.jpg) no-repeat 

center center fixed;

background-size: cover;

}

3. The first animation
To slide the section in from the left it has to be  

positioned off the left-hand side of the screen. As such 

it is positioned absolutely. The animation keyframes  

are linked up so that the moveIn keyframes are  

called. The forwards property holds the animation on  

the last keyframe.

#slideIn {

width: 700px;

height: 100px;

overflow: hidden;

background: #fff;

position: absolute;

left: -500px;

animation: moveIn 0.7s forwards;

}

4. Keyframes to move
Now the keyframes are defined for moving the previous 

div tag into the screen. They move in from 700 pixels off 

the left of the screen to the left edge of the screen. This 

will take just less than a second to move this in.

@keyframes moveIn {

from {

left: -700px;

}

to {

left: 0px;

}

}

5. Moving the inner content
Once the main panel has slid in from the left the inner 

content needs to be slid up from the bottom. This is held 

back with the animation delay. This calls its own unique 

set of keyframes to move it up into place.

#slideUp {

width: 500px;

height: 90px;

position: relative;

top: 100px;

left: 190px;

animation: moveUp 0.7s forwards;

animation-delay: 0.6s;

}

6. Final keyframes
The final set of keyframes moves the inner div upwards 

and into the view of the outer div. The outer div has its 

overflow set to hidden so that this content remains 

hidden until the animation kicks in. Save the page and 

view this in your browser to see the finished result.

@keyframes moveUp {

from {

top: 100px;

}

to {

top: 5px;

}

}

Technique

The appliance of science
“Using sophisticated animation and content delivery to the page brings the site 
alive. The CSS animations of page elements work together to produce a 
consistent brand message, but the short animations of realistic steam take the 
animation to the next level.”
Mark Shufflebottom

<comment>
What our 

experts think 
of the site

www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesignerDOWNLOAD TUTORIAL FILES

EXPERT ADVICE
Sounding off
Sound is a difficult proposition on a 
website. It adds a little extra load time and 
if you are using music can be obtrusive and 
annoying if it’s a loop. The Lookbook Crux 
Kitchen site gets the sound just right with 
subtle background sounds that don’t blare 
out of the speakers and is used for 
ambience. Having the ability to turn this on 
and off also goes a long way in catering to 
the user’s preferences.
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Benefit from the 
power of local SEO

Understand what’s required to increase your localised  
search engine real estate, and push the competition down
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f you are a local business that wants to get

noticed in search, you have to understand

what local SEO is and why it’s so beneficial.

Without an understanding of localised SEO, your

business will not be able to take advantage of the local

online demand for your products or services.

As mobile usage increases so does the importance of

local SEO – mobile users tend to search for nearby

business on the go and require an instant solution. We

can benefit from all that local buying intent, by

understanding where the ideal customers are looking

and how we can get in front of them.

During this tutorial I will help you to have a better

understanding of how you can ultimately improve your

local rankings, boost your visibility and how to capitalise

on audiences locally.

Google My Business will be a key step in achieving

your localised monopoly, as well as high-quality backlinks,

citations, optimising your website and creating incentives

to get more positive reviews.

It’s worth remembering good marketing does not

attempt to reach all people. It’s targeted to connect with a

few specific and defined audiences – in our case, local

people with immediate needs and a stronger intent.

1. Be mobile friendly
If your page isn’t optimised for mobile devices, it’s likely to

be penalised or discarded from mobile results altogether.

As the majority of local customers will use a mobile

device to search for nearby businesses, it’s crucial to

ensure your website is mobile friendly. Take the test at:

https://search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly.

I

5. Gain citations
Are mentions of your business name, address and phone

number on other webpages? The difference with a

citation and a backlink is the citation may not link back,

but it will mention your NAP. Being consistent is therefore

imperative. Opportunities include localised and industry

directories, blogs, exhibitions, shows and awards.

6. Good-quality backlinks
The number of backlinks and linking domains is still a

major ranking signal and has a massive impact on your

local ranking potential. Claim your local business listings,

and add yourself to local directories. Tip – look at your

competitors’ profiles, using sites such www.semrush.

com/features/backlinks and win some of theirs for

your own site.

Consistency is key
Be consistent with your localised information as 
Google doesn’t like contradictions and you want 
to avoid customer confusion. Ensure your 
website, backlinks and citations show the same 
information as you entered into your Google My 
Business page.

Tutorials

Top

Be sure to target high quality authoritative websites  
for any localised back-links or citations to expand your 
overall reach

Left

Capitalise on back-linking tools to acquire local  
business listings, and local directories that work well  
for your competition

2. Rank for the right keywords
Ranking for the right local keywords can make or break a 

website. By researching your market’s keyword demand 

you can not only learn which terms and phrases to target, 

but also learn more about your audience as a whole. It’s 

not always about getting visitors to your site, but about 

getting the right kind that converts. Head over to the 

Google Keyword planner to get started: https://adwords.

google.com/home/tools/keyword-planner.

3. On-Page SEO is an  
absolute must 
This includes a healthy solid foundation, content on the 

website, metas such as title tags, headers, meta 

descriptions, image alts and a good URL structure. It’s 

also the perfect opportunity to include location, product 

and service terms within these metas and a reason to 

choose you.

4. Target authoritative websites 
A localised SEO strategy will always target high quality 

backlinks and citations from authoritative websites. The 

more backlinks and citations a local business website has 

across the web, the better positioned that website is to 

gain higher search engine rankings and expand its overall 

reach. Let’s break this down further…
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7. Make the most of anchors 
Anchor text can make a real difference, in particular in 

competitive local niches. Make the most of these by 

adding your product or service and its location. Give the 

search engines a steer to understand what keywords 

describe your webpage. A ‘coffee shop in Westbourne’, 

would be getting backlinks with anchor text: ‘Coffee shop 

in Westbourne’. 

8. Perform competitor analysis 
A competitive analysis is a critical part of any localised 

marketing plan. Having an insight into what your local 

competitors are doing can detail what is working well for 

them and how you can capitalise on it. Add yourself to 

their email newsletters, social platforms and setup Google 

Alerts from here: www.google.co.uk/alerts.

Benefit from the power of local SEO

9. Google My Business 
One out of every three searches on mobile is related to a 

location. Google My Business (previously known as 

Google Places) focuses on delivering localised results to 

these users. People want to get in touch with you easily, 

and those who aren’t already customers want information 

about your product or service. Google My Business is 

therefore an absolute must to boost your visibility.

10. The Local Map Pack
Part of setting up Google My Business is the Local Map 

Pack. These results (now limited to three) appear above all 

organic results, giving local businesses an edge over 

natural results. You just have to claim and optimise your 

free business listing – without it you won’t appear on the 

local map listings in the SERPs.

11. GMB setup
Start by going to www.google.com/business, and add all 

the necessary business information, such as name, 

address, business category and phone number. Optimise 

it further with compelling images, business hours, a 

description and reviews. Authorise the setup and wait for 

your Google postcard to arrive. This verification process 

enables Google to confirm that your business is 

legitimate. You then simply login and enter your PIN to 

verify your business listing.

12. Online reviews matter
Focus on actively gaining, monitoring and responding to 

your reviews in all social platforms, in particular Google 

My Business as these show up in Google when searching 

for your business. Consumers are actively using these 

scores more than ever in their decision-making process. 

Encourage users by giving them a link to leave a review. 

Go to https://developers.google.com/places/place-id.

13. Bully the page with AdWords
Take advantage of paid placements, to increase your 

overall Click Through Rate. You have the ability to 

advertise locally by targeting user location and localised 

terminology, attracting local customers with the products 

and services they are searching for. Bully the page and 

push the competition down.

14. Earn social signals 
Your Google+ posts can make it into Google organic 

search results, which is a great opportunity to drive extra 

traffic and add more real-estate. Attract social links and 

shares with viral content that is easy to share. Create 

incentives to get more positive reviews and citations 

across the web. 

Above 

Gain your free business listing on Google My Business,  
and start building local visibility in Google Maps and  
Google Search

Right 
Bing Places for business and Bing Ads are an absolute must 
for those who want to capitalise on an older demographic!

Google+ brand 
awareness
Take advantage of Google+ as your business can 
share posts and pictures, connect with visitors, and 
interact in communities. Your customers and fans 
can also follow you to receive your latest updates 
and share your posts with others.

Tutorials
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Benefit from the power of local SEO

so Bing Places for business and Bing Ads are an absolute 

must, as those not familiar with the web will keep Bing as 

the primary search engine and not install Chrome. 

Capitalise on where your demographic is!

17. Add Schema real estate 
Schema markup is used to tag entities in your pages and 

content; this includes products you sell and services you 

offer, making it easier for search engines to understand 

who you are and what you do. Add this to your HTML, via 

the Data Highlighter in Search Console and improve the 

way your pages are represented in SERPs.

15. Voice search is  
too good to miss 
An exciting opportunity for local businesses and 

marketers to increase conversion is through voice search. 

It’s actively shaping the future of local SEO, as it’s rapidly 

becoming the way customers will find you. Creating 

pages that are FAQ based or consist of long tail keyword 

content, will help you take advantage

16. Make the most of Bing 
The savvy marketer will capitalise on all traffic sources, in 

particular if your audience is of an older demographic. If 

ComScore estimates that
by 2020, 50% of all
searches will be by voice. 
If you want your website to 
be found by voice search, 
it should be mobile  
friendly. Creating mobile-
friendly pages and content 
that loads quickly is  
imperative. Test yours 
at https://developers.
google.com/speed/pag-
espeed/insights. People 
talk differently than they 
type, so inevitably tail 
keyword phrases will be 
longer. Ask yourself the 
questions your audience 
may have, in particular 
their immediate needs 
and address them. Voice 
search also recognises 
‘Near Me’ searches and 
turns to Google My  
Business listings to 
populate the results. Take 
advantage of users  
looking for physical  
businesses, by ensuring 
your account is up to date. 

18. Leverage rich answers
A rich answer is a snippet that contains a brief answer to a 

search query. It appears above other organic search 

results and thus enjoys more exposure. Simply identify 

simple questions you might answer on your website 

(such as FAQs) to increase your chances.

19. Keyword rich domains  
Strike a balance between a brand-friendly and localised, 

keyword-rich domain. Localised keywords shouldn’t be 

the primary factor you consider when choosing a 

domain. Be memorable and sound authoritative.

Voice search tips

Tutorials
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Create a scrolling  
tiled content layout
As seen on www.epok-design.fr

n
ollection of content

be stored on the
page.

Another collection
This is a link to another c
banner tiles. This could b
same page or a different
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Picture tile
Another section container used to
present a picture. This could either be
from an img element or through a CSS
background style.

Right navigation
Clicking here triggers functionality to
scroll right through the content tiles.
This will be activated through an
event listener.

Content tile
This is HTML content assigned to a
section container. The use of a
container allows for easy control for
sizing and positioning.

Left navigation
Clicking here triggers functionality to
scroll left through the content tiles. This
will be activated through an event listener.



Createascrolling tiledcontent layout

1. Document definition
The first step is to define the HTML document. This will 

consist of a HTML document container, which contains a 

head and body section. The head section is primarily 

used to include the external JavaScript and CSS 

resources, while the body section will contain the visible 

HTML created in step 2.

2. HTML content
The page content is made from an article container that 

stores each of the different sections that will be displayed 

as the content tiles. Elements for the user controls  

are also part of the content – using the ‘data-control’ 

attribute to describe what direction they move the 

content tiles.

<article>

<section>Content 1</section>

<section>Content 2</section>

<section>Content 3</section>

<section>Content 4</section>

</article>

<span data-control=”<”>&lt;</span>

<span data-control=“>”>&gt;</span>

3. Body article style
With the HTML now complete, create a new file called 

styles.css. Padding is applied to the top of the body so 

that tiles scrolling out of view are visible. The article 

container requires sizing and relative positioning for the 

child sections to be absolutely positioned in relation to it.

body{

padding: 25vh 0 0 0;

}

article{

position: relative;

display: block;

width: 100%;

height: 50vh;

border: 1px solid #000;

}

4. Article sections
Article sections are set to half width of the article and  

use absolute positioning so that they can be positioned 

at specific coordinates. Positioned at the left, with 

sections after the section with a selected class appearing 

half way across from the left. Transition allows changes  

to animate.

article section{

position: absolute;

display: block;

left: 0;

clear: both;

width: 50%;

height: 100%;

border: 1px solid #000;

transition: left 1s, top 1s;

}

article section.selected ~ *{

left: 50%;

}

5. JavaScript controls
Create a new file called code.js. This step’s code creates 

an object to store functionality for the user interaction 

controls. The first function inside this object will control 

the left/right movement of the content tiles. It accepts 

parameters for the direction and list of sections to search.

var control = {};

control.move = function(direction, sections){

for(var i=0; i<sections.length; i++){

*** STEP 6 HERE

}

}

6. Movement rules
This step defines the rules to apply to each of the 

sections provided to the function from the HTML in  

step 2. Checks are made for < and > directions, which  

change not for attempts to go beyond the first and last 

elements. The selected class is moved to the new section

when successful.

if(sections[i].className.indexOf(“ selected 

“) > -1){

var changeIndex = -1;

if(direction == “<” && i > 0)changeIndex = 

i-1;

else if(direction == “>” && i < sections.

length-1) changeIndex = i+1;

if(changeIndex > -1){

sections[i].className = sections[i].

className.replace(“ selected “, “”);

sections[changeIndex].className += “ selected

“;

}

break;

}

7. Update control
Functionality to present the visual update of control 

changes is defined as part of the control object. This step

Technique

Less is more
“It can be tempting to fit as much content as possible into each frame, but this 
will lead to reduced impact with users. Similar to how you would approach 
creating content on Twitter, keep your content short and direct. Also, keep a 
focus on what type of user response you want each tile to achieve.”
Leon Brown

<comment>
What our 

experts think 
of the site

www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesignerDOWNLOAD TUTORIAL FILES
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defines a counter to identify the starting position of items 

before the selected section, which reduces the counter 

below zero until the selected section is found.

control.update = function(sections){

  var top = 0;

  for(var i=0; i<sections.length; i++){

  if(sections[i].className.indexOf(“ selected 

“) == -1)top--;

  else break;

  }

  *** STEP 8 HERE

}

8. Update positions
Using the counter defined previously, the vertical 

positioning of each of the sections are updated using a 

percentage. The item following the selected item has its 

top position set as zero so that it is appears next to the 

selected item.

for(var i=0; i<sections.length; i++){

  sections[i].style.top = (top*100)+”%”;

  top++;

  if(sections[i].className.indexOf(“ selected 

“) > -1)top = 0;

}

9. Page load initiation
With code relying on access to web page elements, it’s 

important that no code is executed before the page  

has fully loaded. A list of references to the sections is 

defined, along with the selected class being applied to 

the first section. Click listeners are also applied to the  

< and > controls, which call the control.move and control.

update functionality.

window.addEventListener(“load”,function(){

  var sections = document.

querySelectorAll(“article section”);

  sections[1].className += “ selected “;

  control.update(sections, “”);

  var listControls = document.

querySelectorAll(“[data-control]”);

  for(var i=0; i<listControls.length; i++){

  listControls[i].addEventListener(“click”, 

function()

{

  control.move(this.getAttribute(“data-

control”), sections);

  control.update(sections);

  });

  }

});
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Create a bright, 
neon text effect

Employ the power of Photoshop to build your own font from scratch, 
light it up, give it a glow and animate it for a neon effect
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ften, it’s the simplest effects that look

the most striking, and neon text is one

such project that’s a lot easier to make

look realistic than you think. While this

entire tutorial only uses one stock image, your brain tricks

itself into seeing this as a real, functioning neon sign: and

that’s the power of Photoshop’s layer styles.

But more than that, the fact that this entire project is

build from scratch – from the font to the colours of the

glow, to the eventual animation – simply means that

there’s a lot of scope for creativity. You can choose exactly

what you want every part of this effect to look like. This

tutorial is applicable if you’re just wanting to make the

font, or you’re looking to animate the logo of your website

in a neon style: just pick and choose the parts you want!

Neon is really popular right now online, simply

because colours are becoming bigger, bolder and much

more vibrant. Showing off saturated tones against a dark,

muted background is a great way to present a landing

page, a logo or a header, and it’s easy to animate your

work and save it as a gif with a low file size. Neon type is

extremely simple to create on paper, but if you can do it

well, you can create a brilliantly striking effect. Let’s dive

into how to create it.

1. Start creating the font
Create a new document 550x550px in Photoshop, and 

bring up the grid by hitting Cmd/Ctrl+’. Create a new layer

and with the Pen tool, sketch out your first letter. Leave 

gaps in the character, as this is going to be a neon-style 

typeface, and once you’re happy, hit Stroke within the 

Paths tab to draw in the letter.

O

5. Auto-kerning
Kerning is the space between each of the letters, and the

Auto-kerning option within FontCreator is what naturally

spaces out your letters so that the font looks neat. Try this

option and make sure each letter looks good together.

6. Export
Export your font and install it into your computer once it’s

complete. This will automatically add it to Photoshop CC.

And if you’d rather not create the font yourself, we’ve

provided ours, named Klaxons, available on the FileSilo.

Choose bold colours
Picking bright shades of pink, green, yellow, 
green or even white make great neon type effects 
– try to avoid duller greys if you can.

Tutorials

Top

Duplicate any elements of your font that can be repeated, 
such as the curves on Rs and Ps

Left

Don’t resize letters, as they all need to follow the uniform 
sizing of the font you’re creating

2. Work through the alphabet
Create as many characters as you can with the Pen on 

new layers each time. If you want to, add in some special 

characters, such as currency, punctuation and accented 

letters. Follow the same basic style that you started with, 

so that your font is cohesive and follows a pattern. 

3. Paste into FontCreator
If you have High-Logic FontCreator, this is the part where 

you can turn your characters into a font; if you don’t, a 

free trial is available, and anyway, it’s not essential to 

create a font from your work. By pasting each character 

into FontCreator though, we can create a useable 

typeface for Photoshop. 

4. Fill FontCreator
Work your way through FontCreator, by double-clicking 

each character and pasting in your Pen-drawn work. 

Make sure that each letter is on the same base line and 

that the font feels natural and that each letter feels a part 

of the same font. 
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7. Pick your colours
Create a new document back in Photoshop for your neon 

banner. On a new layer, create a colour palette by using a 

big brush. We went with #501d26, #af273d, #f74663, 

#ffdae1, #35e985 and #b2dcc4. These colours are available 

on the FileSilo as a swatches file.

Create a bright, neon text effect

11. Add a bevel
Click on Bevel and Emboss, still in the Layer Styles option. 

Choose Depth: 250%, size: 5px, Soften: 2px. Use the 

Highlight and Shadow modes to add a little more depth 

to the text, and play with these options until you find the 

right mix. 

12. Inner Shadow
For the Inner Shadow, choose the same bright colour you 

picked for the Outer Glow. All you’ll need to edit here is 

the size, depending on how big the text is. Alter this and 

leave all other values at 0. 

13. Drop shadow
As the neon text is going to be sitting off the wall slightly, 

we’re going to need a subtle drop shadow, but not too 

much as we don’t want to compromise the Outer Glow. 

Use a low opacity, and give this one some more Distance 

and Size. 

14. Draw some characters
Grab the Pen tool and sketch out a fox and a dog on a 

new layer, leaving the same gaps as you did when you 

created the text. Stroke these in the pale green colour that 

you added to your swatches. 

Top 

Enter the title of your heading if you wish, or if you’re just 
looking to type any phrase, choose words that show off the 
best letters you’ve created

Right 

Find reference images of animals if need be, or draw them 
freehand if you’re confident in using the Pen tool

Changing backgrounds
Using a brick background simply gives the 
impression that your neon type is displayed on a 
wall, but you can use other backgrounds for your 
image, such as plain ones or metal ones.

Tutorials

8. Create the background
Drag in the supplied brick background into Photoshop. 

Create a new layer, fill it the deep red colour, and 

duplicate. Set one layer to Multiply, one to Colour. Create a 

Brightness/Contrast layer and set to -75 in Brightness. 

Duplicate this and mask the centre for a vignette. 

9. Input the text
Grab the Type tool and select your font; if you didn’t 

create the font earlier, that’s fine too, just place in each 

letter individually. Spell out your text, before Ctrl/

right-clicking the layer and selecting Rasterize Type. 

10. Outer Glow
Ctrl/right-click the layer, and go to Blending Options. 

Click on Outer Glow. There, input an opacity of 50%, a 

spread of 5% and a size of 63px. Now, you can see your 

neon text beginning to look a lot more realistic. Choose 

a bright colour.
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Create a bright, neon text effect

18. Create an ‘off’ version
Let’s create a layer of text that isn’t glowing, so we can 

animate a flicker on some of the letters. Duplicate the text 

layer, then hide the Outer Glow style. Set the Inner 

Shadow to #808080, then alter the Lightness of this layer 

to -50, using Hue/Saturation (Cmd/Ctrl+U).

19. Select some letters to flicker
On the glowing text layer, grab the Marquee tool and 

select a few letters you want to switch off briefly in the 

animation. Make duplications of this layer, with these 

letters masked out until you have sufficient layers to 

create an animation.

20. Set the animation
Go to the top-right of Photoshop and select Motion as a 

Workspace option. The animation timeline will appear at 

the bottom; here, you can define which layers are shown 

or hidden at for however long you want them to be. 

15. Make it glow
Go to the text layer, Ctrl/right-click and choose Copy Layer 

Styles. Click on the animal layer, Ctrl/right-click and choose 

Paste Layer Styles. Double-click on the FX icon and turn 

the pink colours to green for a little contrast to the text. 

16. Draw some strings
Grab the pen tool and create a string through the neon 

text and the animals that you’ve created. Make sure that it 

follows through all of the characters, and then stroke with 

#808080, with a 2px brush selected with 1% spacing. 

17. Give it shape
Go to the Blending Options for the string you’ve just 

made. Head to Bevel to give it a subtle shape, and give it a 

subtle drop shadow, too. The variables here depend on 

the size and shape of the string you’ve created, so just 

experiment to see what works. 

This tutorial is one that
works really well for
‘hero’ pages on websites 
as well online headers 
and banners, especially 
if you animate them. 
Creating a gif from a 
neon project such as this 
doesn’t produce a large 
file size either, as you’re 
literally only animating a 
few frames. 

 If you wish to 
create a neon header 
with a transparent 
background, that’s easy 
to do too. Simply hide 
the background layers 
that you create towards 
the beginning of the 
tutorial, and leave only 
the text layers and the 
strings that you create to 
connect the neon letters. 

Leaving a transparent 
background makes it 
more difficult to animate 
in Photoshop, but 
means you can show the 
background of your site. 

21. Create the frames
Create new frames along the bottom with various letters 

either glowing or not glowing, depending on whether the 

layer is visible or not. Set the time of each layer’s 

animation using the little arrow on each frame, too. Save 

as a gif using Save For Web.

Applying neon

Tutorials
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8 REASONS TO USE SVG

1 

IT’S VECTOR

SVG uses a coordinate plotting system 

to plot points and connect them to 

draw lines, shapes or paths. Vector 

graphics are drawn using 

mathematics meaning they’re sharp 

and crisp, not pixelating like other 

image formats making them great for 

logos, icons and illustrations. SVG has 

a number of other features, too – with 

filters, patterns, gradients and masking 

and the ‘viewBox’ property for framing 

the scene – and they’re all animatable. 

SVG is extremely versatile and 

supported by all browser’s going all 

the way back to IE9.

2 

IT’S RESOLUTION INDEPENDENT 

AND RESPONSIVE

Due to the vector nature of SVG the 

image is resolution independent. The 

image looks crisp on any display from 

the beautiful ~285 ppi pixel density 

displays found on new smart phones 

to the ~85 ppi of standard monitors. 

Using SVG we can stop creating ‘@2x.

png’ images (unless you need to 

support IE8) and create one file for all 

of our icons (more on this later). SVG 

images can also be scaled the same 

way we scale all other elements in 

responsive design. 

3 

IT’S GOT A NAVIGABLE DOM

SVG inside the browser has its own 

DOM. SVG is treated as a separate 

document by the browser and then 

positioned inside the normal DOM of 

the page. This is important for the 

‘viewBox’ property as we can draw our 

image on a canvas of any size, but 

then display it in browser at another, 

all without updating the properties 

inside the SVG. This separate, 

navigable DOM is also how we interact 

with elements inside SVG using CSS 

and Javascript.

4 

IT’S ACCESSIBLE

SVG has tags built specifically for 

accessibility, the main one being the

‘<title>’ tag. The title tag along with the

‘<desc>’ tag should be used to provide

fallback content for screen readers.

The contents of these tags won’t be

displayed by the browser but they will

be exposed to the browsers

accessibility API. You can (and should)

also use the correct ARIA properties

where applicable, for example if you’re

hiding an SVG element.

5

IT’S ANIMATABLE

Elements inside SVG can be animated

to create some truly amazing

interactive experiences or the

animation can be used to add nice

little touches to an interface, image or

icon. Animation can be created using

CSS, the Web Animations API in

Javascript or using the SVG’s

‘<animate>’ tag. SVG animation is at an

interesting point in development.

Google deprecated SMIL – SVG’s

animate tag – in Chrome 45 in favour

of CSS animations and the Web

Animations API but has since

suspended the deprecation.

6

IT’S STYLE-ABLE

Using class names or ID’s you can

style elements inside of SVG only

using slightly different properties to

those we would normally use; instead

of ‘color’ we use ‘fill’, and instead of

border we use ‘stroke .̀ There are

some limits to styling SVG these come

from how you’re using SVG in the

page. If you use an SVG as an image

tag you will not be able to style the

elements inside in Internet Explorer,

there is, however, a polyfill –

svg4everybody (github.com/
jonathantneal/svg4everybody)

– which will fix this problem.

7

IT’S INTERACTIVE

Using Javascript we can interact with

elements inside of SVG, thanks to the

navigable DOM. This allows us to

create interactive elements using SVG

the same way we would with HTML

and CSS. We can also apply

animations through Javascript using

the new Web Animations API allowing

both simple and complex interactions

and animations to be programmed.

There’s also a number of Javascript

libraries we can use, which have been

created to speed up SVG workflows.

8

ITS FILE SIZES CAN BE SMALL

Due to the vector nature of SVG

(being an image drawn from a set of

coordinates) their file sizes when

optimised are small when compared

to almost any other image file type.

There are a number of ways to

optimise SVG from command line

tools to manually removing points and

groups but SVGOMG (jakearchibald.
github.io/svgomg/) has a GUI and

plenty of options to tweak showing

you visually the changes being made

during optimisation.

Since SVG’s can be responsive,

animated and complex there’s no

reason you shouldn’t use them for big

hero images or images on a blog post

or other online media.

YOU’VE HEARD THE NAME, NOW FIND OUT WHY YOU SHOULD USE SCALABLE VECTOR GRAPHICS IN YOUR PROJECTS
Raster graphics, such as JPGs and
PNGs, draw images by splitting an
image into pixels and assigning
a single colour value to each
pixel. The number of pixels used
in a raster graphic is determined
when the image is created, be it
from a camera or using graphics
software like Adobe Photoshop.
When you scale a raster graphic
the individual pixels are increased
in size, which is why you see
the pixelation or rough edges
on some images. SVG draws
the image using coordinates
and mathematics so no such
pixelation occurs at any size.

VECTOR GRAPHICS

Vector graphics can be lines,
shapes or polygons each of these
have their own tags specifically
for drawing and manipulating
those shapes. Using a combination
of these you can draw almost
anything with an SVG.

BITMAP OR RASTER GRAPHICS

You can also import other graphic
types into SVG, such as JPGs or
PNGs, and manipulate them using
the other features of SVG like filters
and transforms.

TEXT

SVG also has text that can have a
multitude of properties applied to
it – like other SVG elements, such
as gradients, patterns and filters.

SVG VS
RASTER

CONTENT
TYPES

Vector graphics are drawn using mathematics 

meaning they’re sharp and crisp and don’t pixelate 

like other image formats making them great for  

logos, icons and illustrations

COMPLETE GUIDE TO SVG
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SVG ON THE WEB

HOW TO USE IT

NOW YOU KNOW WHY YOU SHOULD USE IT, HERE’S HOW IT CAN BE USED

SVG on the web and

browser support 

is very good with 

support only 

lacking in IE8 and

below and really 

early versions of 

the Android 

browser. It’s safe 

to use it, SO YOU 

should be using it!

There are a number of different websites you can use 
to source SVG images, you can use something like 
Noun Project (https://thenounproject.com) and build 
up an image using a GUI like Sketch or if you need 
icons/logos you can use icoMoon (https://icomoon.io) 
or SVG Porn (https://svgporn.com). 

SOURCING SVG

There are a number of ways to use 

SVG on the web; browser support is 

very good with support only lacking in 

IE8 and below, and really early 

versions of the Android browser. It’s 

safe to use it, so we should be using it! 

By using SVG you’re sending the 

instructions of how to draw something 

to the browser instead of the drawn 

thing itself.

THE IMAGE TAG

You can embed an SVG image into the 

page the same way you do any other 

image using the HTML image tag;

<img src=“myAwesomeSVG.svg” 

alt=“My Awesome SVG”>

Embedding the image into the page 

this way will assume the size of 

original SVG file unless you specify a 

width and height attribute in HTML or 

via CSS. Using the image tag is good 

for logos and other content when you 

need screen readers to have access to 

the alt attribute. You can provide 

fallbacks for when SVG isn’t supported 

using Modernizr to swap in a PNG. 

CSS BACKGROUND IMAGE

You can also embed an SVG image 

into the page in CSS, using the same 

method as you would to attach any 

other kind of image to an element;

.hero {

background-image: 

url(‘myAwesomeSVG.svg’);

}

By using the SVG this way we can take 

advantage of the other CSS 

background properties allowing us to 

size, position and repeat our image as 

the background of an element.

background-repeat: no-repeat;

background-position: center 

center;

background-size: contain;

To provide support we can use a trick 

in the way CSS is parsed by the 

browser and provide a fallback PNG 

right before we include our SVG.

.hero {

background-image: 

url(‘myAwesomeSVGfallback.png’);

background-image: 

url(‘myAwesomeSVG.svg’);

}

INLINE SVG

SVG can be written inline, straight into 

the document using the SVG tag;

<svg 

width=“100px” height=“100px” 

viewBox=“0 0 100 100” 

version=“1.1” 

xmlns=“...”>

<title>My Awesome SVG</title

<circle class=“circle” 

cx=“50” cy=“50” r=“50” 

fill=“#FFFF00”>

</circle>

</svg>

Since SVG is scalable (it’s in the name) 

if we provide the tag without the width 

and height attributes the SVG will grow 

to the size of the container. By writing 

our SVG into the page we could 

remove the fill from the inline SVG and 

style it in CSS;

.circle {

fill: #FFFF00;

}

Fallbacks for using this method again 

rely on providing a PNG fallback and 

using Modernizr to detect support. 

The only other disadvantage is that 

inline SVG – being markup – will not be 

cached by the browser.

AS AN OBJECT

You can also embed SVG as an object 

or iframe which will utilise the 

browsers cache but will maintain the 

style-ability of the SVG.

COMPLETE GUIDE TO SVG
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WRITING SVG
FOR THE WEB

BASIC TAGS

GET TO GRIPS WITH THE BASIC TAGS FOR A BETTER 
UNDERSTANDING OF HOW THEY WORK

SVG gives 

designers the 

abilities they once

had with flash but

this time around 

the content is 

accessible to 

screen readers 

and supported 

natively in the 

browser

As SVG is an XML language it looks 

very similar to HTML, where tags are 

nested, and it is written using those 

recognisable angled brackets.

Even though most of the time you’ll

likely be using software to output your

SVGs, it’s still worth learning the basic 

tags. Learning these tags will allow 

you optimise and make quick 

adjustments to any element in your 

SVG. You’ll likely need this knowledge 

to utilise filters, effects, patterns, masks

and animation.

SVG gives designers the abilities 

they once had with the soon-to-be-

defunct Flash. But, this time around, 

the content is accessible to screen 

readers and supported natively within 

the browser.

BASIC SHAPE TAGS

SVG has tags for all of the basic 

shapes; rectangles and squares 

(‘<rect>’), circles (‘<circle>’), ellipse 

(‘<ellipse>’), line (‘<line>’), polyline 

(‘<polyline>’), polygon (‘<polygon>’) and

path (‘<path>’). 

These tags are used to create most 

elements inside SVG.

http://bit.ly/2jV81cR

TEXT TAG

The text tag (‘<text>’) is used to create 

text inside of SVG, which will be 

selectable and accessible just like any 

text in HTML. 

http://bit.ly/2fsp44q

ACCESSIBILITY TAGS

The title (‘<title>’) and description 

(‘<desc>’) tags are specifically for 

providing accessibility content and will 

not be rendered on the screen.

http://bit.ly/2hsJxql

GROUP TAG

The group tag (‘<g>’) is very useful  

in SVG this tag is used to group 

elements together allowing you to add 

class names and apply animations, 

filters, patterns and effects to a group 

of elements.

http://bit.ly/2fLPif8

DEFS TAG

The defs tag (‘<defs>’) is used to define 

elements for later reuse. This is where 

you create patterns, filters and masks 

to be reused later. This is also used to 

create icon systems.

http://bit.ly/2fMEE7S

The ‘viewBox’ attribute is used
in SVG to define the size of SVG’s
canvas. The value of the ‘viewBox’ 
attribute is a list containing four 
numbers; **min-x, min-y, width 
and height**. For the most part 
you will specify the min-x and 
min-y numbers as ‘0’ positioning 
the view box in the top left corner, 
however, changing these values 
using JavaScript can be used 
to create responsive SVG’s. The 
‘viewBox’ is supported by the 
‘preserveAspectRatio’ attribute 
which allows for the ‘viewBox’ to 
be scaled, positioned and sliced 
inside the SVG’s canvas.

Sara Soueidan’s blog post on 
the subject covers the subject 
extensively and expertly.  
www.sarasoueidan.com/blog/
svg-coordinate-systems

THE SVG
VIEW BOX

SVG provides a number of
options for scaling, stretching and
positioning elements inside of the 
SVG viewport. Check the tutorial 
on FileSilo (www.filesilo.co.uk/
webdesigner-267)

MAKE SVG

RESPONSIVE

1. EXPORT THE SVG

Export the file from your graphics

editor, we’ll be using a simple

landscape drawing in SVG created by

Steven Roberts. Both Sketch and

Illustrator will export images as an

SVG as well as many other editors.

2. TRIM THE FAT

After you’ve exported the file open it

in your choice of IDE or text editor.

From here you can remove the

unwanted tags and comments and

update the accessibility tags.

3. SVGO

SVGO (https://github.com/svg/svgo)
is a optimisation tool that runs on the

command line, this tool is really 

useful and has a number of options 

available to the user to choose how 

to best optimise any given SVG.

4. SVGOMG

The only problem with SVGO is that

you cannot see if the changes you’re

making during optimisation are

making visual changes to the image.

SVGOMG (https://jakearchibald.
github.io/svgomg) runs in the

browser and visually shows you the

changes you’re making.

5. OPTIMISE

Using the web app you need to 

import the SVG either the file or by 

copying the markup from the editor 

and pasting it in. From here you’re 

presented with a multitude of options 

allowing you to quickly turn them on 

and off while visually seeing the 

changes being made.

6. EXPORT THE FILE AGAIN

The more you play with SVG and 

depending on your intentions for any 

particular SVG you will want the 

settings to differ slightly. The editor 

shows you how much the file size 

has changed right next to the 

download button. Once you’re happy 

with the settings click the download 

button to export the file.

HOW TO: SET SVG UP FOR THE WEB TRIM THE FAT AND OPTIMISE FOR FASTER LOADING GRAPHICS

CHECK IT OUT: Before http://bit.ly/2y3vy1p        After http://bit.ly/2xvgFC2

COMPLETE GUIDE TO SVG
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SVG FILTERS & EFFECTS INTRODUCE BLUR AND MUCH MORE

Filters in SVG are usually created 

inside the ‘<defs>’ element and given 

an ID for referencing later, this can be 

as an attribute on an SVG element or 

defined in CSS.

Filters in SVG are powerful and can 

be used to produce some truly 

stunning effects! In order to use a 

filter in SVG we use the ‘<filter>’ 

element. Inside of this element we 

have a number of tools available to us; 

Blend, Colour Matrix, Component 

Transfer, Composite, Convolve Matrix, 

Diffuse Lighting, Displacement Map, 

Flood, Gaussian Blur, Image, Merge, 

Morphology, Offset, Specular 

Lighting, Tile and Turbulence. These 

are called filter primitives. An SVG filter 

is made up using a number of these 

filter primitives.

A filter primitive has one or two 

inputs and one output. For the input 

we have a number of options available 

to us to due to browser support the 

main two are; 

SourceGraphic The whole source 

graphic (can be text, shapes, path, etc), 

another element inside SVG complete 

with colours, fills and other styles.

SourceAlpha Only the opaque parts 

of the alpha channel from the source 

graphic (essentially the element but 

filled black without any styles).

We’ll take a look at a few of the filter 

primitives available to us below and 

cover basic usage. Filters in SVG can 

be complicated, we’ll only be covering 

the basics.

BLUR

The blur filter primitive can be used to 

apply blurring to an element. The filter 

primitive is created using the 

‘<feGaussianBlur>’ element and the 

amount of blurring is controlled using 

the ‘stdDeviation’ attribute.

<feGaussianBlur stdDeviation= 

“25” />

OFFSET

The offset filter primitive can be used 

to position elements at an offset of 

their source. The filter primitive is 

created using the ‘<feOffset>’ element 

and controlled using the ‘dx’ and ‘dy’ 

attributes. These attributes specify the 

x and y amounts of the offset. This 

filter is often combined with blurring 

to create a drop shadow.

<feOffset dx=“15” dy=“15” />

COLOUR MATRIX

The colour matrix filter primitive can 

be used to perform a number of 

colour transformations. The filter 

primitive is created using the 

‘<feColorMatrix>’ element and 

controlled using the ‘type’ and  

‘values’ attributes.

<feColorMatrix type=“hueRotate” 

values=“171” />

TURBULENCE

The turbulence filter primitive can  

be used to generate noise and 

artificial textures. The filter primitive is 

created using the ‘<feTurbulence>’ 

element and controlled using a 

number of attributes.

<feTurbulence type=“turbulence” 

baseFrequency=“0.05” 

numOctaves=“2” 

result=“turbulence”/>

MORPHOLOGY

The morphology filter primitive can be 

used to erode or dilate an element. 

The filter primitive is created using the 

‘<feMorphology>’ elements and is 

controlled using the ‘operator’ and 

‘radius’ attributes. This filter is often 

used for thinning or flattening. 

<feMorphology operator=“erode” 

radius=“1”/>

<feMorphology operator=“dilate” 

radius=“1”/>

1. FIND THE MOON

In order to apply our filter once 
we’ve created it we need to find 
the moon in the DOM. We find the 
correct element using devtools then
apply a class name to it.
<circle class=“the-moon” .../>

http://bit.ly/2wfUm1H

2. CREATE THE FILTER

Inside the ‘defs’ tag we can create 
our filter using the filter element. 
Inside of our filter we’ll use the 
feTurbulence element to generate 
our noise.
<filter id=“noise” y=“0” x=“0”>

<feTurbulence 

stitchTiles=“stitch” 

baseFrequency=“.75” 

type=“fractalNoise” />

</filter>

http://bit.ly/2y4kK3i

3. CREATE A PATTERN ELEMENT

In order to use our noise filter as 
a fill for an element we create a 
pattern element. We create this 
inside of the ‘defs’ tag making sure 
to give the pattern a unique ID.
http://bit.ly/2xrz9Wf

4. DRAWING THE PATTERN

Inside of our pattern element  

we need to crate some two
rectangles. We’ll start by creating 
the background. 

<pattern ...>

<rect width=“100%” 

height=“100%” fill=“white” />

</pattern>

5. FINISH THE PATTERN

After our background rectangle 
we create a second one this time 
applying the filter and changing  
the opacity.
<pattern ...>

...

<rect width=“100%” 

height=“100%” 

filter=“url(#noise)” 

opacity=“.9” />

</pattern>

http://bit.ly/2hu0U6T

6. APPLY PATTERN TO THE 

MOON

Now we’ve created the filter and 
applied it to our pattern, the only 
thing left to do is apply it to our 
chosen element. In this case we’ll 
apply it using CSS but we could just 
as easily apply the filter inline.
.the-moon {

fill: url(#moon-texture); }

http://bit.ly/2xvJwGs

HOW TO: CREATE A FILTER
USING THE SVG FROM EARLIER WE’LL CREATE A FILTER TO ADD TEXTURE

COMPLETE GUIDE TO SVG

Microsoft has created a website 
where you can experiment with 
some of these filters and get the 

code from them too!
http://bit.ly/2xLlQQa

EXAMPLES



ADD ANIMATION TO SVG

SVG & ANIMATION IN ACTION

WEB ANIMATIONS API

Animation on the web has always 

been possible through the use of 

Flash, jQuery, CSS or SMIL. The Web 

Animations API aims to achieve a 

mixture of all of these by using the 

power and simplicity of CSS 

animations and the flexibility of 

Javascript to interact with elements on 

the page, including SVG, leaving the 

browser to deal with performance. 

Whether you’re animating in CSS or 

Javascript, they will both harness the 

power of the same underlying engine.

COMPLEX ANIMATION

For simple animations the Web 

Animations API in Javascript is 

sufficient and although it is capable of 

complex animations there are a 

number of libraries you can use to 

speed up your workflow and again 

easier cross browser support. The 

standard is GSAP; having been around 

for ten years now, these libraries are 

mature and battle tested with many 

award winning websites and 

animations utilising them.

MAKE GRAPHICS MORE DYNAMIC

1. EDIT THE SVG

In order to target the stars to 
animate them we’ll need to edit 
the SVG to add a class to the group 
containing the stars. We can identify
this group using devtools.
http://bit.ly/2y3rFcN

2. SET THE DEFAULT OPACITY

If we were to leave the opacity set 
to the default of 1 the stars would all 
be bright to begin with. Setting them
to ‘0.3’ will fade them by default and
set a default opacity.
.stars-group path {

opacity: 0.3; }

http://bit.ly/2jWtwtH

3. CREATE THE ANIMATION

Next, we need to create our 
animated blinking effect. Since 
we’ve already set the default opacity
our keyframe animation will only 
need to change at the middle point.

@keyframes blink {

50% {

opacity: 1;

} }

http://bit.ly/2ymIfRa

4. APPLY THE ANIMATION

In order to apply animation we 
target the stars group and then 
the path’s inside of it and apply our 
animation. This will apply the same 
animation which is fine except they 
all blink at the same time.
.stars-group path {

animation: blink 2s infinite;

}

http://bit.ly/2yBYrPc

5. NTH:CHILD

To stop all of the stars blinking at 
the same time we can use nth-child
to target groups of stars. We will 
use ‘8n’ in order to target every 
eighth star.

.stars-group path:nth-

child(8n) {

animation: blink 2s infinite; 

}

http://bit.ly/2xwFqxs

6. DELAYS

Since we’re only targeting every 
8th star with our nth-child selector 
we need to provide the remaining 
stars using the nth-child and then 
taking a number away all the way 
up to ‘- 7`. Each time we do this we 
increase the delay of the animation 
to stagger the blinking.
.stars-group path:nth-

child(8n – 1) {
animation: blink 2s 0.25s 

infinite; }

.stars-group path:nth-

child(8n – 2) {
animation: blink 2s 0.5s 

infinite; }

http://bit.ly/2wRHpug

Become a Traveler Today http://bit.ly/2xFquzx

This animated SVG was created by Jose Aguinaga, the 

whole of the outside is constantly spinning with the 

planes and ballon moving at a faster rate.

Motion for the web
http://bit.ly/2xANm2k

Created by 

LegoMushroom, this 

animation is the demo 

used to show off mo.js the 

animation framework.

Tram House
http://tram-house.com/

The Tram House website 

makes great use of SVG 

and GSAP to provide an 

absolutely delightfully 

interactive website.

Responsive Huggy  
Laser Panda Factory 
http://bit.ly/2yDDC6i

This animation created by Sarah 

Drasner is an animated interactive SVG 

built like lego blocks the design 

re-organises itself on a larger viewport.

HOW TO: CREATE SVG ANIMATION
USING THE SVG ILLUSTRATION WE OPTIMISED EARLIER WE’LL ANIMATE THE STARS TO BLINK ON AND OFF

COMPLETE GUIDE TO SVG
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THE POWER OF SPRITES

SVG allows us to create icons in a file 

format that is resolution independent, 

which is awesome, but due to the 

limitations of the HTTP protocol we

don’t want to make another file

request for every icon in our website,

this will soon be changing with the

HTTP/2 protocol.

In order to avoid having to make a

separate request for each icon we can

go back to our old friend the sprite,

except this time in SVG. To create a

sprite in SVG we use the ‘<symbol>’

tag and apply an ID for referencing

later and the ‘viewBox’ attribute for

defining the canvas size. Inside of the

symbol icon we create our shapes,

text and any other elements that

make up our icon. Inside of the 

symbol tag we can also add 

additional elements for accessibility, 

such as the ‘<title>’ and ‘<desc>’ tags.

We create our icons inside of a ‘<defs>’

tag in order to define them for later

use and to ensure they’re not output

onto the page.

There are a number of ways you

can create sprites in SVG. They can be

created using vector software – such

as Adobe Illustrator or Sketch – by

simply placing the icons onto an art

board and exporting the file as an

SVG. However, the code they produce

needs some editing in order to use as

an icon system. Another way is to

create an icon system manually. This

isn’t too difficult and you have 

complete control over the markup. 

SVG sprites can also be incorporated 

into build systems like gulp or grunt,

whereby you choose a folder

containing SVG files and configure the

build to output a single SVG sprite.

Once we’ve created or generated

our SVG sprite there’s a couple ways

we can use it. We could copy the

contents of the file and put it at the

top of our page, this is called inlining

or if we’re using php we could use the

‘file_get_contents()’ function to include

the file globally. The only downside is

that the file will not be cached

because it’s treated as code by the

browser and not an image.

DISCOVER THE BENEFITS OF CREATING SPRITES IN SVG 

1. CREATE THE FRAMEWORK

For this tutorial we’ll be placing the
SVG inside the body of the website,
but we’ll see how it works using
the file externally. The basic code
requires an SVG tag and the empty
‘<defs>’ tag.
<svg xmlns=“http://www.

w3.org/2000/svg”>

<defs>

</defs>

</svg>

http://bit.ly/2yCkXYw

2. CREATE OUR SYMBOL

Inside the ‘<defs>’ tag we’ll create
our first icon using the symbol tag,
we need to give the icon the ID and
‘viewBox’ attributes. Inside we’ll
provide a title and shapes to make
up our icon.
<symbol id=“facebook”

viewBox=“0 0 24 24”>

<title>Facebook</title>

<path d=“...”/>

</symbol>

http://bit.ly/2whhLQe

3. REPEAT

Now we’ve created our first icon
we’ll do the same for the rest of
them. Making sure to provide
a unique ID and include the
‘viewBox’ attribute.
<symbol id=“twitter”

viewBox=“0 0 24 24”>

...

</symbol>

<symbol id=“linkedin”

viewBox=“0 0 24 24”>

...

</symbol>

http://bit.ly/2xB1kSd

4. USE THE ICON

Now we’ve defined all of our icons,
we can pull them out and use
them on the page wherever we
need them.
<svg class=“icon icon--

facebook”>

<use xlink:href=“#facebook”

href=“#facebook”></use>

</svg>

In order to use the sprite as an
external file we need to update the
use element to reference the file and
then the ID.
<svg>

<use

xlink:href=“images/sprite.

svg#facebook”

href=“images/sprite.

svg#facebook”>

</use>

</svg>

http://bit.ly/2yofwvh

5. CLASS NAMES

We can repeat the previous step in
order to output all of our icons. If we 
wrap an ‘<a>’ tag around the icon
and add classes to both the ‘<a>’
and ‘<svg>’ we can style our icons
with CSS.

<a href=“#” class=“icon-

container icon-container--

twitter”>

<svg class=“icon icon--

twitter”>

<use xlink:href=“#twitter”

href=“#twitter”></use>

</svg>

</a>

http://bit.ly/2yCL4OT

6. THE CSS

Now we have our icons and they
have individual class names we can
apply different fill colours to each of 
our icons.

.icon--facebook { fill:

#3b5998; }

.icon--twitter { fill:

#1da1f2; }

.icon--linkedin { fill:

#0077b5; }

http://bit.ly/2wgX7jk

There are a number 

of ways you can 

create sprites in 

SVG. They can be 

created using 

vector software 

such as Adobe 

Illustrator or 

Sketch by simply 

placing the icons 

onto an art board 

and exporting the

file as an SVG

SARAH DRASNER
https://twitter.com/sarah_edo
Sarah has given a number of 
workshops and talks about SVG but 
more specifically SVG animation.

CHRIS GANNON
https://twitter.com/ChrisGannon
Chris is an animator, illustrator and 
interactive designer and creates a lot 
of amazing work in SVG.

SARA SOUEIDAN
https://twitter.com/SaraSoueidan
Sara is a freelance front-end 
developer and speaker with an 
extensive knowledge of SVG.

CHRIS COYIER
https://twitter.com/chriscoyier
Chris is the creator of CSS Tricks and 
CodePen but recently he’s been 
focusing on SVG.

GREENSOCK
https://twitter.com/greensock
GreenSock are the creators of GASP 
and provide a number of tools for 
working with SVG.

5 TO 
FOLLOW

HOW TO: CREATE AN SVG SPRITE BUILD A SIMPLE ICON SYSTEM 

COMPLETE GUIDE TO SVG
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ADDING THE X FACTOR WITH SVG
TAKE A PEEK AT HOW THE POWER OF SVG IS BEING USED TO CREATE IMPRESSIVE PROJECTS

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Mint Design 
Company
http://bit.ly/2hug9A8

The mint design company 

website utilises SVG and the 

GSAP library to create an 

interactive experience.

Baltic Training https://baltictraining.com/

The Baltic Training website utilises SVG as an icon system 

and uses it for the animated lines found in the hero areas. 

Sarah Drasner’s Website http://bit.ly/2pguf6M

Sarah Drasner’s personal website utilises SVG to create 

amazing visuals throughout.

CSS Lodge
https://css-tricks.com/lodge/svg/

The CSS lodge has a great in depth 
video course called Everything 
You Need To Know About SVG.

MDN
https://mzl.la/2d4y4Jm

MDN has an SVG element 
reference which covers the syntax 
for everything in SVG.

CodePen Posts
http://bit.ly/2fMRsez

CodePen is a great resource for 
learning as well as experimenting. 
The CodePen community has 
produced a number of great blog 
posts about SVG.

GreenSock
https://greensock.com/learning

The GreenSock website has 
an entire section dedicated to 
learning, featuring a number of 
tutorials to help get you started.

YouTube and Vimeo
Many of the wonderful 
conferences from all around the 
world post videos of the talks a 
few months after the event. 

Wind & Words (beta)
http://bit.ly/2y516Ee

The wind & worlds beta is created 

with GSAP. The menu’s and 

character wheels utilise SVG.

COMPLETE GUIDE TO SVG



LEARN HOW TO MAKE SURE ALL YOUR USERS SEE 
YOUR WEBSITE THE WAY YOU INTENDED IT
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IS CROSS-BROWSER TESTING
STILL NEEDED?

SS- SEEEESSS-SSSSSS

There was a time in the past when 

web standards were a mess, with 

numerous features either supported 

by some browsers but not others, or 

differing greatly in their 

implementation. In 2017, thankfully the 

picture is a lot better, and there’s a 

strong focus on adhering to a 

consistent set of web standards from 

all major browser makers. You’d be 

forgiven, therefore, to ask whether you 

really need to test in multiple browsers 

these days, or if you can safely 

assume that what works in one will 

work on another so long as you write 

standards-compliant code.

The short answer is: yes, you still 

need to do this. For all the focus on 

web standards, they can’t cover every 

edge case, and so subtle differences in 

feature implementation will still persist 

between browsers. The problem 

becomes especially pronounced 

when you start to utilise cutting-edge 

features. Support for the latest 

additions to the HTML specification 

takes time to implement, and don’t 

generally arrive in all browsers 

simultaneously, so you could end up 

using a feature which isn’t supported 

everywhere. Conversely, sometimes 

browser makers can lead the way and 

a feature can appear in a particular 

browser before it’s been formalised as 

part of the specifications. And let’s not 

forget that sometimes old features will 

actually disappear in newer browser 

versions. Ultimately, this is like any 

form of testing: writing good code can 

reduce your chances of issues, but 

you should never just assume that 

things will work.

THE SIMPLE ANSWER IS YES

IF YOU’VE EVER ENCOUNTERED A SITE THAT STEERS YOU 
TO A PARTICULAR BROWSER OR BREAKS WHEN USING 

ONE IT WASN’T EXPECTING, YOU’LL KNOW HOW 
FRUSTRATING THIS IS AS AN END USER. CROSS-

BROWSER COMPATIBILITY AND TESTING IS IMPORTANT 
- DON’T BE TEMPTED TO SKIP IT!

SIMON JONES
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING DIRECTOR

In part, the combination of 
browsers and platforms you test 
with should be driven by the usage 
statistics of your website. However, 
based on the general profile of 
internet usage, you can make 
some reasonable assumptions 
about what is, and isn’t, necessary 
if you don’t have this data to hand. 
With most major browsers you’ll 
want to test with the latest version. 
So let’s take a look at what you 
need to focus on…

WHAT SHOULD I TEST?

RRCC
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SAFARI

Desktop and iOS
Where Chrome is the go-to 

browser for Android, Safari is 

similar for iOS devices, so you 

absolutely need to test with this. 

Furthermore, it’s got a 

reasonable market share on 

desktop. Also note that on iOS, 

every browser uses Apple’s 

WebKit rendering engine under 

the hood, so testing with Safari 

covers all your bases.

INTERNET EXPLORER Desktop
Internet Explorer is an odd one. It’s no longer actively developed, so 

ideally you don’t want to have to test with this. However, a large number of 

users (particularly those on Windows 7) will still be running a version of it – 

probably IE11. If you’re working in a corporate environment, meanwhile, it’s 

not unheard of to have to support older versions such as IE8.

FIREFOX Desktop
Firefox on Android has a fairly small market share 

so probably isn’t worth spending much time on unless 

you want to be really thorough. However, on desktop it 

has a significant presence and is also the tool of choice 

for many a web developer due to Mozilla’s swift rollout of 

new standards and its mature developer ecosystem. 

Behind the scenes it uses Mozilla’s Gecko engine.

MICROSOFT EDGE

Desktop
Microsoft Edge’s market share isn’t 

huge – it actually trails its 

predecessor Internet Explorer. 

However, it uses its own rendering 

engine, EdgeHTML, and its 

presence is significant enough to 

be worth paying attention to. 

Fortunately, Microsoft’s adherence 

to web standards is far better now 

than it has been in the past, so this 

isn’t the headache that dealing with 

IE once was.

CHROME

Desktop and Android
Statistically if you put a site 

online, most of your users are 

probably going to be using 

Chrome, since it boasts by far 

the largest market share (over 

63%). Under the hood it shares 

its Blink engine with Opera, 

which generally means it isn’t 

worth testing explicitly with the 

latter. Chrome also leads the way 

on web standards so is usually 

the best choice to test your 

development as you go along.



BROWSER SHOTS

http://browsershots.org
It sounds simple, but BrowserShots is

an awesome way to check the basics.

It’s an online service that will quickly

take screenshots of your site in a

range of browsers and versions of

your choosing, to check that things

look okay. You can also play around

enabling and disabling JavaScript and

Flash. Best of all, it’s free. This gets you

off to a good start, and is fine for 

simple content pages, but for 

interactive sites you’ll need to go a 

little further and use another tool to 

test your functionality.

IE TAB

http://bit.ly/1f57ECO
We’ve touched on how Internet 

Explorer can be a little troublesome, 

particularly older versions that have a 

tendency to render pages very 

differently both from their competitors

and from current browsers today. So 

why not tackle this directly with this 

extension, available for Firefox and 

Chrome, which allows you to open 

tabs emulating Internet Explorer. Since

IE presents the largest challenge in 

terms of variance from web standards,

trying your site out with it as you work

on it can save you a massive 

headache later on.

BROWSERLING

www.browserling.com
What if you want the cloud testing 

capabilities of EndTest, Sauce Labs or 

BrowserStack, but without the 

complexity of setting up automated 

testing? Then Browserling is for you. 

It’s an online service that lets you 

select a browser and version, and 

render a page that you can interact 

with to not only check appearance, 

but also test out functionality. You can 

use it for free, although it’ll queue you 

with other users who have submitted 

their site at the same time. This one is 

great if you just want to quickly 

double-check your work manually.

SELENIUM

www.seleniumhq.org
If you’re thinking you may want to delve into automated testing, Selenium is one 

of the most popular frameworks out there and allows you to automate browser 

actions. You have a couple of options: Selenium IDE is a Firefox add-on which will 

let you record and play back actions, or Selenium WebDriver, which enables you 

to code tests in almost any major language of your choosing. Getting started 

with the latter isn’t simple, but for larger projects it can pay dividends in the long 

run. There are a variety of cloud services out there, including Sauce Labs and 

BrowserStack, which will enable you to execute your Selenium tests across a 

range of platforms without installing VMs and emulators yourself.

ENDTEST

https://endtest.io
EndTest offers something called ‘Codeless Automated Testing’, which essentially 

allows you to automate repetitive tests across browsers without having to write 

code in the way that you might need to with something like Selenium. EndTest 

offers a free service, but also a number of paid options if you need more than 

this offers. If you sign up, you’ll also find a number of demo test suites to help 

you understand how the tool works. Similarly to Sauce Labs or BrowserStack, it 

enables test execution in the cloud to avoid you needing to install all the 

software you want to test with.

TESTING TOOLS TO CHECK OUT HERE ARE A FEW OF THE BEST WHICH  
YOU CAN TRY OUT FOR FREE

While the need for cross-browser 
testing hasn’t gone away, it’s 
thankfully much easier now than 
it would have been in the past. 
With not only a large number of 
browsers to test with, but also 
different devices (desktop, tablet, 
mobile, etc), it would simply be 
impossible to perform thorough 
testing manually on a complex site. 
Fortunately there are a great set 
of tools which can automate the 
repetitive work for you.

However, before you head off 
to start automating, there’s a 
little more to consider. There’s an 
overhead in setting up automation 
tests, which may not be worthwhile 
for smaller sites. It’s worth 
familiarising yourself with the 
tooling, but give some thought on 
a case-by-case basis to whether it 
makes sense to invest your time in 
this way.

AUTOMATE  
YOUR TESTING?

THERE’S AN OVERHEAD IN 
SETTING UP AUTOMATION 

TESTS, WHICH MAY NOT BE 
WORTHWHILE FOR SMALLER 

SITES

RO - R ERRRREEERRR-OOORRR
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YOU ALSO NEED TO THINK
ABOUT THE OTHER ATTRIBUTES

OF MOBILE DEVICES WHICH
WILL BECOME APPARENT

WHEN TESTING - SCREEN SIZE
IS THE MOST OBVIOUS

WEB COMPONENTS IN 

FIREFOX, SAFARI AND 

EDGE

Arguably representing the 

future of web development, 

web components allow you to 

create modular code for the 

web which makes complex 

sites far more manageable. 

Unfortunately, browser 

support is currently 

incomplete, with only Chrome 

boasting full implementation. 

Fortunately, there’s a polyfill 

available at www.
webcomponents.org/
polyfills that will add support 

to all major browsers. 

WEB ANIMATIONS

The Web Animations API 

gives you a great deal of 

power to create rich content, 

by enabling you to animate 

DOM elements on the page. 

It’s still a working draft 

specification, and is partially 

supported in Chrome, Firefox 

and Opera. Fortunately, if you 

want to try out the full 

capability, there’s a polyfill 

available at https://github.
com/web-animations/
web-animations-js that will 

enable it across all browsers 

and fall back to the native 

implementation if available.

COLOR INPUT TYPE IN IE 

AND SAFARI

<input type=“color”> enables 

your page to display a visual 

colour picker for the user. It’s 

supported in Chrome, Edge, 

Firefox and Opera, but has no 

support in IE (unsurprisingly), 

and has yet to arrive in Safari 

(although is slated for version 

11). If you need to use it,  

there’s an alternative called 

Spectrum available at https://
github.com/bgrins/spectrum 

that can bridge the gap. There 

are similar polyfills available 

for number and range input 

types too.

HTML5 IN INTERNET 

EXPLORER 6 TO 8

So you’ve decided you need 

to support old versions of IE. 

We aren’t going to judge you. 

In this case, you’re almost 

certainly going to end up 

using the legendary HTML5 

Shiv, which showed up on 

almost every webpage at the 

beginning of the decade. It 

allows IE 6-8 to recognise and 

style HTML5 elements. With 

very few users on anything 

older than IE9, it’s scarcely 

needed, but if you do find a 

need, go get it – github.com/
aFarkas/html5shiv

VIDEO FOR EVERYTHING

The <video> element is well 

supported, we hear you say! 

And you’re right. However, 

older browsers won’t support 

it, and even on modern 

browsers, there are limitations 

on which codecs can be  

used. You can avoid this 

complexity with 

MediaElement.js (https://
github.com/mediaelement/
mediaelement, which uses 

HTML5 playback if available, 

and falls back to Flash if the 

browser doesn’t support the 

element or cannot play the 

codec you’ve used.

BUILDING FOR DESKTOP AND MOBILE

GET THESE 5 COOL HTML FEATURES TO WORK IN EVERY BROWSER

Testing catches issues after the fact, but what do you need to think about up-front to avoid cross-platform issues?

some up-front planning, it might not 

look great on mobile.

You also need to think about the 

other attributes of mobile devices that 

will become apparent when testing – 

screen size is the most obvious 

example. To be truly effective in 

mobile browsers, you may want to 

think about developing a responsive 

design from the start. Frameworks 

such as Bootstrap can help you do 

this while taking care of a lot of 

cross-browser compatibility issues for 

you. Your other option is to develop a 

completely separate mobile site.

There is a third option: you could 

ditch (or limit) your mobile web 

offering, and develop a native app. 

This isn’t as distinct from web 

development as it once was, with 

options ranging from hybrid apps built 

with Apache Cordova, to the 

increasingly popular Facebook library 

React Native.

We’ve focused on cross-browser 

compatibility, but of course in reality 

what you’re really looking for is 

cross-platform compatibility – that is, 

your site should work across desktop, 

tablet and mobile, regardless of the 

user’s choice of browser. Cross-

browser compatibility will get you a 

good part of the way there, since if 

your page loads correctly on Safari 

and Chrome mobile, most of your 

users will get something. But without 

CR SS- SEEEESSS-SSSSSSRRRCCC
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10 BEST PRACTICES TO AVOID
COMPATIBILITY ISSUES

1

VALIDATE YOUR CODE

You’re much more likely to experience weird behaviours between browsers if
your code isn’t strictly valid, so check it with https://validator.w3.org to make

sure it’s standards-compliant.

2

FAIL GRACEFULLY

Design your site with the view that not all functionality will work. It’s often
healthy to check how it renders without JavaScript or styling enabled, to see if

the user can at least tell what’s happening based on content alone.

3

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE

Make sure you understand the browsers and devices you’re targeting. Is your
page mostly for mobile users? Are you working within a company who still use

legacy browsers? Test accordingly.

4

CONSIDER USING A FRAMEWORK

If you use a well-established framework, whether for styling (eg Bootstrap) or a
JavaScript framework (eg Angular, React), generally this means someone else

has taken care of a lot of the cross-browser compatibility work for you.

5

KEEP YOUR DESIGN SIMPLE

It might seem obvious, but the fewer cutting-edge CSS features you’re trying to
use, the less likely you are to have difficulty supporting all browsers. Give

consideration to whether you really need them.

6

RE-USE AND REDUCE COMPONENTS

This can start from the basics of managing your CSS classes sensibly, through
to using web components to modularise your entire site. Essentially, the fewer

places you have to test and maintain similar changes, the easier to manage.

7

TEST WITH THE DIFFICULT BROWSERS FIRST

If you know you need to support Internet Explorer 6, then start out with that.
You don’t want to get 90% of the way through your testing before discovering

the first issue.

8

CREATE TEST SCRIPTS

Whether you’re automating or not, even for simple sites you should define the
set of tests you expect to run in each browser. Otherwise, you’ll end up missing

things between runs.

9

TEST AS YOU GO ALONG

Especially important if you’re doing something which might be tricky – don’t
wait until you’ve finished developing to start testing. Take an iterative

approach to catch issues early.

10

CHECK YOUR FEATURES

Double-check browser support of newer features online before you use them, 
and make use of feature detection and polyfills if you absolutely must rely on 

something which isn’t comprehensively supported.

LEGACY BROWSERS AND 
GRACEFUL DEGRADATION

STAYING UP TO DATE

Build support for new and old alike

How do you keep an eye on the web’s changing standards?

It’s very helpful to be able to tell 

what features are or aren’t 

available in a user’s browser so 

you can present a different 

experience if key capabilities are 

missing. You can implement this 

type of ‘feature detection’ yourself 

by testing for particular properties 

of built-in objects. However, this 

can rapidly become confusing, 

and there’s an easier way.

Modernizr, available at https://
modernizr.com, is a library that 

simplifies feature detection to a 

standard set of conditions. Of 

course, if you know or suspect a 

particular feature may not be 

available, you have a couple of 

options. You could try using one 

of the many polyfills we’ve 

mentioned, or use a polyfill 

combinator such as https://
polyfill.io to automatically detect 

and apply the polyfills that are 

needed. However, you could easily 

take this approach to extremes 

and end up bloating your page 

with contingencies for every 

eventuality. Sometimes a better 

approach is simply to degrade to 

a simpler version of the page, 

without the rich functionality that 

you’ll be including for modern 

browsers. Arguably you support 

these simpler interactions anyway 

to keep accessibility in mind.

You’d be forgiven for thinking that 

web standards are reasonably 

close to set in stone – after all, 

we’re now on HTML 5.2, right? So 

we just need to build with this in 

mind? However, it’s actually 

browsers rather than standards 

that really dictate what works on 

the web. New browser versions 

are released all the time, and with 

four major browser makers 

continuously updating and 

upgrading their offerings, it’s not 

surprising that it can be very 

difficult to keep pace with the 

latest standards and features.

Fortunately, there are a number of 

resources out there which can 

help you keep ahead of the curve. 

At the forefront of these is 

https://caniuse.com, which 

documents browser support for 

web features. Furthermore, http://
html5please.com will not only 

support you in keeping track of 

the state of browser support for 

given features, but it will also 

guide you on workarounds and 

polyfills if the feature you want 

isn’t supported.

NEW BROWSER VERSIONS ARE RELEASED ALL THE TIME, 
AND WITH FOUR MAJOR BROWSER MAKERS 

CONTINUOUSLY UPDATING AND UPGRADING THEIR 
OFFERINGS, IT’S NOT SURPRISING THAT IT CAN BE  
VERY DIFFICULT TO KEEP PACE WITH THE LATEST 

STANDARDS AND FEATURES.

CROSS-BROWSERRRREEESSSSSSWWWWWOOORRRBBBB-BBSSSSSSSSSSSSOOORRRCCCCCC
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Available
from all good
ewsagents and
supermarkets

facebook.com/PhotoshopCreative twitter.com/PshopCreative

CREATE THE IMPOSSIBLE
www. p h o t o s h o p c r e a t i v e . c o . u k

BUY YOUR ISSUE TODAY
Print edition available at www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk 

Digital edition available for iOS and Android

PHOTO EDITING DIGITAL PAINTING  BEGINNER TIPS  TOOL GUIDES  PHO T  

 Striking imagery  Step-by-step guides  Essential tutorials
ON SALE NOW

Available on the following platforms



Learn how to create a reusable JavaScript function which uses 
data attributes to easily manage CSS class changes

Manage CSS classes 
with JavaScript 

Developer tutorials
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hen developing simple web

projects that involve user

interaction, how best to manage

changes of state in CSS becomes

food for thought. When the user expands an accordion

or toggles a menu, how should the CSS style changes be

applied? One popular solution involves stateful classes, a

naming convention which uses class names such as

“is-active” or “is-expanded” as style hooks.

These stateful classes would typically be managed in

JavaScript. Download the mock Android App from Filesilo

and open the ‘website-template’ directory in your text

editor and you can see this for yourself in ‘dev/js/main.js’.

One thing you may notice here is that there’s lots of

duplicate code snippets all triggering very similar class

toggles. Presumably, if this project were to grow in size, so

would the amount of duplicates. A much more efficient

approach would be instead to write a single JavaScript

function, which performs the same task and can be

reused over and over again – but toggling different

stateful classes on different elements. In this tutorial, we’ll

explore how to do just that.

To get started, in your console, cd into ‘website-

template’ and run ‘npm install’ to install the project’s node

dependencies. We’ll be working in the ‘dev’ directory

from here on out.

1. Using HTML5 data attributes
In ‘index.html’, find the ‘.js-description’ element on line 103

and attach the below HTML5 data attributes. We’ll be

using this pattern to store information, so when

‘jsdescription’ is clicked, our reusable function will know

the class we wish to toggle and the elements it should be

toggled on.

data-class=“is-active” data-class-element 

=“js-description-slide, js-home-slide” 

2. Create data-class.js
In the ‘js’ directory, create a new file called ‘data-class.js’. 

This is where we’ll build our reusable function. Within, 

write an IIFE (Immediately-invoked function expression)

to encapsulate our code and then import the

closestParent helper, which we will be using later on in

the tutorial.

(function(){ var closestParent =

require(“../../node_modules/ orionjs/

helpers/closestParent.js”);

})();

3. Grab elements and loop
through
Below the helper import, we’ll need to create a NodeList

of all elements with ‘dataclass’ attributes, as this is the only

attribute that won’t be optional. Next, we’ll then loop

through them with a classic FOR loop so we can access

each individual element.

var elems = document .

querySelectorAll(“[data-class]”), a; for(a = 

0; a < elems.length; a++){ 

} 

W

4. Add click event listener
Within the FOR loop, add an event listener to watch for 

click events, so we know when the user has clicked the 

element we wish to trigger the class toggles (aka the 

trigger element). Within it, call the ‘processChange()’ 

function and pass a reference to the clicked element, 

which within the scope of the function is accessible via 

the ‘this’ keyword. 

elems[a] .addEventListener(“click”, 

function(){ 

processChange(this); }); 

5. Add keyboard event listener
Just below the click event listener, add another one to 

Data Attributes
Data attributes were introduced with HTML5 and 
are useful for embed metadata. Here we’re using 
them to store class and element information for 
our reusable function. 

Left

A directory called ‘heres-one-i-made-earlier’ is 
included which contains a finished version of the 
tutorial where all the steps have been completed
 
Top

The code in ‘/js/data-class.js’ is heavily commented 
and will take you step by step through the finished 
reusable function
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watch for the press of the ‘enter’ key and then run the 

same ‘processChange()’ function. We’re adding support 

for keyboard events to improve accessibility by 

considering users who can’t use pointing devices such as 

a mouse.

elems[a] .addEventListener(“keypress”, 

function(e){ 

if(e.which === 13) { e.preventDefault(); 

processChange(this); 

} }); 

6. Add mousedown event listener
Double-clicking an element often highlights all the text 

within it. If we’re adding logic to the trigger element when 

clicked this functionality is something we’d want to 

prevent. To do this, add a ‘mousedown’ event listener to 

call the events ‘preventDefault()’ method and cancel 

default behaviour.

elems[a].addEventListener (“mousedown”, 

function(e){ 

e.preventDefault(); }); 

7. Create processChange() 
function
Just after the ‘closestParent’ import, create a function 

called ‘processChange()’ which accepts an element. This 

is the same function referenced in previous steps, and will 

hold all our logic for processing class toggles on the 

target element. Within the function, grab the contents of 

the elements ‘data-class’ attribute and split into an array. 

This is to allow for multiple comma separated classes 

within the single data attribute.

var processChange = function(elem){ var 

dataClass = elem .dataset.class.split(“, “); 

} 

8. data-class-scope attribute
Next, within the function, check for the presence of a 

‘data-class-scope’ attribute, if found, split into an array as 

before. ‘data-class-scope’ is an optional attribute, which 

allows you to limit where the class toggle will occur. For 

instance, if ‘dataclass-scope’ were set to ‘js-my-element’, 

only target elements that are children of this would be 

affected by a click of the trigger element.

if(elem.dataset.classScope) { var 

dataClassScope = elem .dataset.classScope.

split(“, “); 

} 

9. data-class-element attribute
The ‘data-class-element’ attribute is another optional 

attribute. It specifies the element that the class toggle 

should affect. In the snippet below, we’re checking for  

its presence and, if found, convert its contents to an  

array as before. Though, if it isn’t found, we’ll set both the 

target element and the scope to the trigger element, 

which means when clicked, it will trigger the class change 

on itself. 

if(elem.dataset.classElement) { var 

dataClassElement = elem. dataset.

classElement.split(“, “); 

} 

else { var dataClassElement = [elem.

classList[0]]; if(!dataClassScope) { 

var dataClassScope = dataClassElement; } } 

10. Setup class toggle loop
Because both ‘data-class’ and ‘data-class-element’ accept 

multiple comma separated values, we need to declare the 

‘dataLength’ variable and assign it the length of the 

biggest attribute between the two. This is to make sure 

we’re looping enough times to make sure we don’t miss a 

target element.

var dataLength = Math.max (dataClassElement.

length, dataClass.length), b; for(b = 0; b 

< dataLength; b++) { 

} 

11. Reduce repetition in 
attribute values
It’s possible for data attributes to have duplicate values. 

For example while “<a data-class=“is-hidden, is-hidden” 

data-class-element=“js-elem, js-elem2”>” is a valid use of 

the function, it’d be much better to only have to specify 

‘is-hidden’ once. To do this, we’ll add logic in the 

dataLength FOR loop that if a ‘data-class’ or 

‘data-class-element’ entry is missing, use the last valid 

one. This means “<a dataclass=“is-hidden” data-class-

element=“js-elem, js-elem2”>” would work as well. 

if(dataClass[b] !== undefined) { 

var elemClass = dataClass[b]; } 

if(dataClassElement[b] !== undefined) { 

var dataClassElementValue = 

dataClassElement[b]; } 

Top

In step 16, you will use the ‘require()’function to load 
‘data-class.js into ‘main.js’. ‘require()’ allows you to 
modularise your JavaScript, essentially breaking it up 
into smaller, more manageable bits

Right 

On build, a JavaScript bundler called Browserify will follow 
the paths passed to ‘require()’ and intelligently 
concatenate everything into a single JavaScript file ready 
for production use

Template literals
You may have noticed strings with variables inside. 
These are ES6 template literals, and allow you to 
embed variables without splitting up the string as 
long as its enclosed in back-ticks (’ ‘). 
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} 

else { var elemRef = document.

querySelectorAll 

(’.${dataClassElementValue}’), c; } 

14. Apply scope: Part 2
Within the empty if statement from the previous step, add 

the below snippet. This finds the element defined in 

‘data-class-scope’ (’elemParent’) and then creates an array 

of all child elements matching ‘data-class-element’ 

(’elemRef’). If the scope and target elements are the  

same, its reference is also added to the list of elements  

to modify.

var elemParent = closestParent (elem, 

dataClassScope[b]), 

elemRef = [].slice.call(elemParent .

querySelectorAll 

(’.${dataClassElementValue}’)), c; 

if(elemParent.classList. contains(dataClassE

lementValue)) { elemRef.unshift(elemParent); 

} 

15. Toggle the classes
At last, at the bottom of the FOR loop, let’s use the data 

we’ve built up and toggle all the correct classes on all the 

correct elements. To do this, we need a new FOR loop to 

go through the ‘elemRef’nodeList/array, access each 

elements classList API and then use the ‘toggle()’ method 

to add or remove the value of ‘elemClass’.

for(c = 0; c < elemRef.length; c++) { 

elemRef[c].classList.toggle(elemClass); } 

12. Reduce repetition
Still within the FOR loop, the same again, but with the 

‘data-class-scope’ attribute. If we don’t have a scope, use 

the last valid one. This allows one scope to effect many 

class toggles.

if(dataClassScope && dataClassScope[b] !== 

undefined) { 

var cachedScope = dataClassScope[b]; } else 

if(cachedScope) { 

dataClassScope[b] = cachedScope; } 

13. Apply scope: Part 1
The last thing in the FOR loop we have to do before we 

have everything we need to trigger the class toggle is 

make sure that if a scope is defined, only elements within 

it are being targeted. We’ll start by creating a conditional 

statement that checks for scope data, and if none is found 

just use global document scope.

if(dataClassScope && dataClassScope[b] !== 

“false”) { 

The approach introduced 
by this tutorial is by
no means meant to be 
a replacement or an 
alternative for a fully 
established framework 
such as Angular, React 
or Vue. Always consider 
those options first (or 
your own preferred 
framework for that 
matter) when developing 
a technology stack for 
new projects with lots of 
state management. 

Though data-class.js 
does have its use beyond 
teaching you about 
reusable functions and 
code refactoring. For 
instance, when working 
on a legacy codebase 
where there isn’t the 
freedom (or the time) 
to implement a full 
JavaScript framework, 
adding in 

’data-class.js’  
could be a quick and  
easy way of handling  
CSS classes without  
over-complicating  
the codebase. 

Where to use 
data-class.js

Developer tutorials
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Commenting the 
reusable function
It’s important to document reusable functions so 
other developers can determine how they should 
use them. In ‘heres-one-i-made-earlier/dev/js/
dataclass. js’ you will see an outline of the reusable 
function’s ata-attributes along with an explanation 
of what they do and what kind of data they expect.
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19. Add to box art toggles
On each game slide is a switch which toggles the front 

and back of the box art. To make these work, add the 

snippet to each instance of ‘js-boxart-toggle’. When clicked 

a number of things happen: ‘is-flipped’ is toggled on 

‘js-boxart’ scoped to the parent ‘js-slide’, whilst ‘is-checked’ 

is toggled on the trigger element. 

data-class=“is-flipped, is-checked” 

data-class-element=“js-boxart, js-boxart-

toggle” data-class-scope=“js-slide, 

js-boxart-toggle” 

20. Add to back arrows
Finally, we need to add the attributes below to all 

instances of ‘js-canceldescription’ and ‘js-cancel-game’ so 

when clicked you are taken back to the home slide. 

data-class=“is-active” data-class-

element=“js-slide, js-home-slide” data-

class-scope=“js-slide, false” 

21. Build the project
In terminal, run the command below to build the project. 

This will create a compiled version of the project in a new 

‘dist’ directory. This command uses npm scripts – a 

simple, native npm alternative to fully-functional build 

tools, such as Grunt or Gulp.

npm run build 

22. Serve the project.
Finally, in terminal, run the command below to create a 

local server to serve the ‘dist’ folder. Take note of the port 

number returned in the terminal. In the browser, navigate 

to ‘http://localhost:YOUR-PORT-NUMBER’ to view the 

finished project.

npm run serve 

16. Include the function
Now the function is complete we need to include it in 

‘main.js’. To do this, copy the snippet below and add it to 

the top of the file but within the IIFE function. We also 

don’t need most of the code in ‘main.js’, so delete 

everything up until the ‘STOP BOX ART CHECKBOX 

EVENT BUBBLE’ snippet.

require(“./data-class.js”); 

17. Add to favourite icons
Now to use the function. In ‘index.html’, find all instances 

of the favourite icon with a ‘js-star’ class. Add the attribute 

below and when clicked it should add ‘is-active’ to itself, as 

in the absence of ‘data-class-element’, the trigger element 

uses itself as the target element.

data-class=“is-active” 

18. Add to game links
Next, we need to link up the game box arts on the home 

slide so when clicked, ìs-activè  is added to the correct 

video game slide, whilst also removed from the current 

home slide. Below are the attributes which you should 

add to the j̀s-test-game-1 ìmg. The others follow the same 

pattern, just replace the `test-game-1` with the new game 

title.

data-class=“is-active” data-class-element= 

“js-test-game1--slide-slide, js-home-slide” 

Included in the download
is a ‘Bonus Package’
which contains a new 
version of the reusable 
function with the following 
improvements: 

Swipe data attribute 
to easily create event 
listeners that change 
classes when a swiped in 
the desired direction.
A new behaviour data 
attribute that lets you 
explicitly state if the 
class should be added, 
removed or toggled. 
Support for ARIA 
attributes to support 
website accessibility. 
If you CD into the 

directory, run ‘gulp build’ 
and then ‘gulp serve’, you 
can see the changes in 
action for yourself. 

You can also view 
the function at ‘dev/js/
datastate.js’ and see how 
these improvements have 
been implemented.

23. Test the project
Now you’ve finished the project, all class logic is now 

being handled by our reusable function. If this were a live 

project, and more page or components were added as 

time went on, the ease of adding new class logic for these 

would be greatly reduced as we no longer have to write 

bespoke functionality for each instance.

Bonus package 
improvements
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Using IIFEs
In step 2, we wrote an IIFE (Immediately-Invoked 
Function Expression) to encapsulate our code. This 
acronym refers to a Javascript function which is run 
as soon as it’s defined. It prevents its variables and 
any other scope from being accessible globally.
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ith large applications, React and

Redux can work together to make

managing site-wide state a breeze.

While it often gets used for data

storage and loading statuses, it is flexible enough to

power a lot more.

The modal window is a pattern that has been around

for a while now. They are simple, versatile and easily

recognisable. They can be tricky to implement –

particularly using native JavaScript – and require lots of

setup each time to make sure they avoid negatively

impacting the user’s experience.

By combining React’s modular approach with Redux’s

state management, we can create a reusable modal

component that can be triggered by a single action.

Making a generic wrapper around this allows us to create

components that can tap into logic, like focus

management, without repetitive code while also

providing a uniform look and behaviour.

In this tutorial, we will be demonstrating this approach

by creating two modal components. One creates a

prompt to sign up to a mailing list, while the other can be

customised as part of a Redux action on the fly.

While a working knowledge of React and Redux is

useful to follow along, anything out of the ordinary will be

explained. The only important things to know before

continuing are the roles that actions and reducers play in

Redux applications.

1. Install dependencies
Before we get started, we need to download everything

this project needs. It was started with create-react-app,

which generates React projects with a pre-made build

process. We need to download everything that needs

along with Redux.

Run the following on the command line. This installs 

and then runs the server for the project. Make sure Yarn 

is installed on your machine first.

> yarn install

> yarn start

2. Create show modal action
This project makes use of container components to

hold all the Redux logic. This means we need to pass a

function to the presentational component to allow it

to show a modal.

Open up containers/ModalSummoner.js and add a

function to mapDispatchToProps, which dispatches

the showModal action. This will then flag up which

modal to show.

function mapDispatchToProps(dispatch) {

return {

showMailingListModal: () => {

dispatch(showModal(‘MAILING_LIST’))

},

}

}

3. Add button to ModalSummoner
Of course, we need to trigger this somehow. Usually this

would be some functionality within an app, but as a demo

here we will use a button.

Add a button that calls the newly created

showMailingListModal prop when clicked to

components/ModalSummoner.js. We will also collect refs

to help with functionality later on.

<button

className=”ModalSummoner__button”

ref={button => button &&

this.buttons.push(button)}

onClick={

this.props.showMailingListModal}

>Mailing List Prompt</button>

4. Act on Redux action
Data for any modals will be stored inside a dedicated 

reducer. When we open a new modal, we push the data 

for it into an array, which means we can chain modal 

windows together if necessary.

Inside modules/modal/reducer.js, push information 

about a modal to the array on a SHOW_MODAL action. It 

W contains a string to denote which component to use as a

modal, alongside any extra props to pass through.

clonedState.modals.push({

 type: action.payload.type,

 props: action.payload.props,

});

5. Add a modal container
To keep things modular, we should create a component

that deals with all the logic for the modal. This is in charge

of adding the appropriate components as the contents of

the modal array changes.

First this needs to be added to the application. Open

up App.js and import the ModalContainer component

and place one just before the <header>.

import ModalContainer from

 ‘./containers/ModalContainer’;

[…]

<div className=”App”>

 <ModalContainer />

 […]

</div>

6. Import modal components
Each component we will create needs to appear inside

the ModalContainer. We also need a way to map the type

coming from Redux to a component to show.

To do that, we can set up an object inside containers/

ModalContainer.js and use it to look up which component

to use. Add two components – one for our MailingList

modal and another for an Info modal we will create later.

import MailingList from

 ‘../containers/MailingList’;

Use Redux DevTools
It’s a good idea to have a browser extension that
can help visualise Redux. This project is already
set up for the React DevTools extension, which
can be found at http://bit.ly/2xA07bw.

Top

Modal types will link to a specific component to display
later on. It is important these values are always unique
– one per modal component
 
Left

One job of the container is to control the overlay on
screen. By dimming the page, we draw the user to the
modal’s contents

Developer tutorials
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import Info from

  ‘../components/Info’;

[…]

const MODAL_COMPONENTS = {

  MAILING_LIST: MailingList,

  INFO: Info,

}

7. Map state to props
In order to make ModalContainer aware of the state,  

we need to pass it through as props. As part of the 

connection process with Redux we pass in a couple  

of functions; the first of which simply maps slices of the 

state to props.

Add the following code to the mapStateToProps 

function. This passes two values – currentModal, which 

takes the last entry in the array, as well as hidingModal, 

which flags when we are about to hide the modal to  

cater for an animation later on.

function mapStateToProps(state) {

  return {

  currentModal: state.modal.modals[

  state.modal.modals.length - 1],

  hidingModal: state.modal.hiding,

  }

}

8. Map dispatch to props
The second function allows us to create new functions in 

props that dispatch actions. As ModalContainer is a 

generic container for other components, it does not need 

to do much itself. It is, however, in charge of closing the 

modal when it’s done with.

Add a function to that dispatches two actions – the  

first says we are about to hide the modal and the  

second will actually hide it 200ms later to give time for a 

fade out animation.

function mapDispatchToProps(dispatch) {

  return {

  hideModal: () => {

  dispatch(hidingModal());

  setTimeout(() => {

  dispatch(hideModal());

  }, 200);

  },

  }

}

9. Display the current modal
The last job of this container is displaying the modal inside 

the render method.

Firstly if there is no modal or we don’t recognise  

the type that is requested, do not render anything. If we 

do recognise it, assign it to a variable. We can then use 

that variable like a regular component.

Be sure to pass props through to this component so  

it is able to use them.

if(!this.props.currentModal ||

  !MODAL_COMPONENTS[

  this.props.currentModal.type]) {

  return null;

}    

const SpecificModal = MODAL_COMPONENTS[

  this.props.currentModal.type];

return <SpecificModal {...this.props}

  {...this.props.currentModal.props} />

10. Create a generic wrapper
We want all our modal windows to look the same, so it 

would be best to create a wrapper component that 

provides generic looks and functionality to avoid any  

type of duplication. 

Open up components/Modal.js and add in some 

scaffolding for a modal window to the render method.  

It needs a <div> to provide a dimming overlay to the 

screen, an area to place the contents of each modal and  

a close button.  

<div className=”Modal” role=”dialog”

  aria-modal=”true”>

  <section className=”Modal__container”>

  <button className=”Modal__close”

  ref={b=>{this.hideButton=b}}

  aria-label=”Close”>×</button>

  <main className=”Modal__contents”>

  { this.props.children }

   </main>

  </section>

</div>

11. Check MailingList component
With the wrapper in place, we can use it to display  

our modal window. The generic wrapper allows us to 

separate behaviour that is used only in this specific 

modal. For example, we can connect this window  

to Redux and avoid that overhead for modals that do  

not use it.

Open up components/MailingList.js and fill out the 

render method. This is a pre-filled Redux form that 

captures email addresses. Click the button and make sure 

it displays correctly.

12. Close modal on click
Every modal that gets created can be closed  

two ways – by clicking the cross in the top right or  

by clicking the greyed out background. We already  

have the code to dispatch the hideModal action;  

Top left

Make sure the HIDING_MODAL action fires approximately 
200ms before HIDE_MODAL to give the fade out 
animation time to play

Top right 

The <ModalOptions> buttons are styled with Flexbox, which 
means they stack on small screens, but larger screens 
divide their horizontal space equally

Right 

By using JavaScript to submit the form within the  
modal, we can leverage client-side validation on  
special inputs like email

Use modals sparingly
Modal windows are blunt attention grabbers. If they 
are used too often or inappropriately, such as 
blocking an attempt to leave the page, they will 
have a negative impact on the user’s experience.

Developer tutorials
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14. Remove from Redux state
Right now we are dispatching actions that Redux isn’t 

picking up. Time to add these to the reducer.

Hiding is done in two stages – the first action will tell our 

component to start animating the modal out, whereas 

the second unmounts it completely.

Open up modules/modal/reducer.js and add cases for 

these actions.

case ‘HIDING_MODAL’:

  const clonedState = 

  JSON.parse(JSON.stringify(state));

  clonedState.hiding = true;

  return clonedState;

case ‘HIDE_MODAL’: {

  const clonedState =

  JSON.parse(JSON.stringify(state));

  clonedState.modals.pop();

  clonedState.hiding = false;

  return clonedState;

}

15. Add a fade-out effect
When it gets added, the modal gently fades in through a 

CSS animation. When we remove it from the page, there 

is no opportunity to animate it back out. That’s why we 

dispatch the HIDING_MODAL action first. The time 

between that and HIDE_MODAL is when we should  

apply animation.

Add the following to the outer div in components/

Modal.js. The CSS picks up the data attribute and applies 

the transition.

data-hiding={this.props.hidingModal}

16. Manage page focus
Users with screen readers or navigating with the 

keyboard should have their focus drawn to the modal as 

we just need to run it in these situations. Add a couple of 

methods inside components/Modal.js that use the 

hideModal function pass from the container component 

we made earlier.

onBackgroundClick(e) {

  if (e.target.className === “Modal”) {

  this.onHide();

  }

}

onHide() {

  this.props.hideModal();

}

<div className=”Modal”

  onClick={this.onBackgroundClick}>

<button className=”Modal__close”

  onClick={this.onHide}>

13. Escape to close
Another expected behaviour is to use the Escape key to 

close the modal window. What’s important is that we only 

want to listen for it when the window is open and stop 

when it closes.

Now add the following code snippet to add some 

document event listeners. 

componentDidMount() {

  document.addEventListener(‘keydown’, this.

onKeyDown);

}

componentWillUnmount() {

  document.removeEventListener(‘keydown’, 

this.onKeyDown);

}

onKeyDown(e) {

  if (e.keyCode === 27) {

  this.onHide();

  } }

Creating modals that work for
all users has been notoriously
difficult on the web for many 
years. The ARIA authoring 
practices guide defines 
how dialog boxes should 
be marked up and behave. 
While they describe an ideal 
scenario, there are a few key 
areas to emphasise.

Focus should be directed 
to, and kept inside of, the 
modal the entire time it is 
active. It should also be  
fully navigable through 
keyboard input alone, 
including using the Escape 
key to exit. Finally, if it takes 
control away from the user, it 
must be clear enough to show 
where it has gone. 

Eventually the native 
<dialog> HTML element will 
provide all these accessibility 
features for us. Until then, we 
need to design inclusively and 
be fully wary of the impact  
for all users.

it appears, otherwise they may not be aware it’s there.

We also need to remember what was in focus before it 

appeared and return focus to that as it closes.

componentDidMount() {

  [...]

  this.previousActiveElement =

   document.activeElement;

  this.hideButton.focus();

}

componentWillUnmount() {

  [...]

  this.previousActiveElement.focus();

}

17. Make everything else inert
While a modal is showing, focus should be trapped inside 

the modal. Without that, keyboard users can tab out of 

the modal and get lost.

To do this, we will use an upcoming HTML attribute 

called ‘inert’, which makes elements non-interactive.  

Add logic to componentWillReceiveProps inside 

components/ModalSummoner.js to add this attribute 

when a modal is showing.

if (this.props.modalShowing

  !== nextProps.modalShowing) {

  this.buttons.forEach(button => {

  if(nextProps.modalShowing) {

  button.setAttribute(‘inert’, ‘’);

  } else {

  button.removeAttribute(‘inert’);

  }

  });

}

18. Add navigation options
The modal still needs a way to submit the email address. 

Creating 
accessible modals

Developer tutorials
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action to display this modal. The added difference  

with this one is that we will pass through some added 

props as well, which will be used to define the title and 

message of the window. 

Add another method to mapDispatchToProps inside 

your containers/ModalSummoner.js file. This dispatches a 

new action.

showInfoModal: () => {

  dispatch(showModal(‘INFO’, {

  title: ‘This is an info window!’,

  message: ‘This is body text.’

  }))

}

This can be done using a special <ModalOptions> 

component that transforms buttons supplied to it to 

styled options at the bottom of the modal.

Just before closing the body <div> inside components/

MailingList.js, add some options to either dismiss or 

submit the form.

<ModalOptions><button

  className=”ModalOptions__button”

  onClick={this.onDismiss}>

  Close</button>

  <button

  className=”ModalOptions__button

  ModalOptions__button--primary” 

  onClick={this.onSignUp}>

  Sign Up</button></ModalOptions>

19. Create a dynamic modal
This approach is great as we can create great looking, 

customised components ahead of time. But for dynamic 

messages – for example, an error passed from the server 

– we need one that can change on the fly.

Start by opening up components/ModalSummoner.js 

and adding a new button for an Info modal.

<button

  className=”ModalSummoner__button”

  ref={button => button &&

  this.buttons.push(button)}

  onClick={this.props.showInfoModal}

>

  Customisable “Info” Modal

</button>

20. Create showInfoModal prop
Like with the mailing list modal, we need to dispatch an 

This tutorial makes use
of an attribute that’s
currently part of the 
HTML draft specification 
– the ‘inert’ attribute. This 
attribute can be placed 
on any node within the 
document’s structure. That 
node and any of its children 
cannot receive events, 
become non-focusable  
and is generally ignored  
by the browser.

This is great for patterns 
like modals as while inputs 
and buttons can be disabled, 
other interactive elements 
like links still function. The 
attribute can be placed 
on a containing <div> and 
disable the entire page 
without worrying about the 
individual children inside.

It is still early days for this 
attribute, but the Google 
Chrome developers have 
created a polyfill to make full 
use of it today.

21. Add props to component
Finally, these new props need to be displayed inside the 

Info component shell. The shell consists of a single option 

to dismiss the modal to keep things simple.

Earlier we passed in the props from Redux alongside 

the rest of them. This means we can reference the props 

directly rather than needing to connect to Redux again.

Add in the title and message props to components/Info.js.

<h2 className=”Info__title”>

  {this.props.title}

</h2>

<div className=”Info__message”>

  {this.props.message}

</div>

The future ‘inert’ 
attribute

Developer tutorials
Create a modal with React and Redux
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HOSTING LISTINGS

To advertise here contact Chris
chris.mitchell@futurenet.com
+44 (0)1225 687832

Get your listing in our directory

Featured host: tidyhosts
www.tidyhosts.com / 05603 674610

Tidyhosts has become a leading
cloud hosting provider throughout
the world. It boasts a feature-rich

selection of services including domain

registration, shared web hosting,

WordPress hosting, hosted exchange

email, cloud virtual servers and media

streaming. Its passion and drive for

About us
success has gained it a highly reliable

and trusted reputation from its

customers, making it the number one

for hosting services. Founded in 2004

by three developers who wanted to

build hosting infrastructure for

developers – years on, the company

has expanded to offer much more.

Domain names – Simple
domain registration with a
large choice of TLDs

Shared web hosting
– Includes one-click
application installers and a
choice of Windows or Linux

What we offer

5 Tips from the pros

Testimonials

Cloud virtual servers – Take
full control over your hosting,
and install the software you
need on your server

SHOUTcast hosting – Start
your own radio station with
our easy to set up and use
SHOUTcast hosting service

1. Ensure that you choose the
right domain
When choosing your domain, make
sure it’s easy to remember and
resembles what you are offering.
Customers are more likely to come

back if they can remember your URL.

2. Create clear, concise
website content
Keep the content on your website
clear, informative and, more
importantly, relative! Avoid any

duplication of content on different

pages as this can affect your rankings

on search engines.

3. Utilise SSL certificates to
stay secure
More sites are moving to SSL security

to protect their customers from the
ever-increasing threats on the web.
Search engines are now ranking sites

with an SSL higher than those without.

4. Make sure you choose the
right plan
When you are ready to purchase
hosting, check that you have enough
resources, especially if you expect
your website to grow quickly. Seek

advice from tidyhosts if you are unsure.

5. Use one-click installers
when building a website
If you are new to building a website
then we have a number of useful
one-click application installers. These

help you get up and running, including

the popular WordPress system.

Kelly Underwood
“ I’ve been with a number of web host providers in the past which have at 

some point let me down. I now realise the importance of using a host that is 

well known ”

John Corey
“ We have our email hosted with tidyhosts, which serves a small number of 

users in our office. We have found this solution is much more cost-effective ”

Jenny Brice
“ A great host with fantastic knowledge. I have only had to use the

support channels a few times, but the replies I have had helped me instantly,  

so well worth it ”

“ When you are ready to 
purchase hosting, check 
that you have enough 
resources ”
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Supreme hosting SSD web hosting

UK-based hosting Value Linux hosting

Flexible cloud servers

www.cwcs.co.uk
0800 1 777 000

www.bargainhost.co.uk
0843 289 2681

www.cyberhostpro.com
0845 5279 345

patchman-hosting.co.uk
01642 424 237

elastichosts.co.uk
020 7183 8250

CWCS Managed Hosting is the UK’s 

leading hosting specialist. They offer a 

fully comprehensive range of hosting 

products, services and support. Their 

highly trained staff are not only hosting 

experts, they’re also committed to 

delivering a great customer experience 

and are passionate about what they do.  

 

 Co-location hosting
 VPS
 100% Network uptime 

Since 2001, Bargain Host have 

campaigned to offer the lowest possible 

priced hosting in the UK. They have 

achieved this goal successfully and built 

up a large client database which includes 

many repeat customers. They have also 

won several awards for providing an 

outstanding hosting service. 

 

 Shared hosting
Cloud servers
 Domain names

Cyber Host Pro are committed to 
providing the best cloud server 
hosting in the UK; they are obsessed 
with automation. If you’re looking for a 

hosting provider who will provide you 

with the quality you need to help your 

business grow, then look no further 

than Cyber Host Pro. 

 

 Cloud VPS servers
 Reseller hosting
 Dedicated servers

Linux hosting is a great solution for 

home users, business users and web 

designers looking for cost-effective and 

powerful hosting. Whether you are 

building a single-page portfolio, or you 

are running a database-driven 

eCommerce website, there is a Linux 

hosting solution for you.  

 

 Student hosting deals
 Site designer
 Domain names

ElasticHosts offer simple, flexible and 
cost-effective cloud services with 
high performance, availability and 
scalability for businesses worldwide.  
Their team of engineers provide 

excellent support 24/7 over the phone, 

email and ticketing system. 

 Cloud servers with any OS
 Linux OS containers
 24/7 expert support

All-inclusive hosting

www.1and1.co.uk
0333 336 5509
1&1 Internet is a leading hosting 

provider that enables businesses, 

developers and IT pros to succeed 

online. Established in 1988, 1&1 now 

operates across ten countries. With a 

comprehensive range of high-

performance and affordable products, 1&1 

offers everything from simple domain 

registration to award-winning website 

building tools, eCommerce packages and 

powerful cloud servers.

 

 Easy domain registration
 Professional eShops 
 High-performance servers

To advertise here contact Chris
chris.mitchell@futurenet.com
+44 (0)1225 687832

Get your listing in our directory

Budget hosting

www.hetzner.com 
+49 (0)9831 505-0 
Hetzner Online is a professional web 

hosting provider and experienced data 

centre operator. Since 1997, the company 

has provided private and business clients 

with high-performance hosting products 

as well as the infrastructure for the 

efficient operation of sites. A combination 

of stable technology, attractive pricing, 

flexible support and services has enabled 

Hetzner Online to strengthen its market 

position both nationally & internationally. 

 

 Dedicated/shared hosting
 Colocation racks
 SSL certificates

Cluster web hosting

www.fasthosts.co.uk
0808 1686 777
UK based and operating 24/7 from 

dedicated UK data centres. Fasthosts 

keep over one million domains running 

smoothly and safely each day.

Services can be self-managed through 

the Fasthosts Control Panel. 

 

Dedicated servers 
 Cloud servers
 Hosted email
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COURSE LISTINGS
Featured:  
Makers Academy 
www.makersacademy.com
Twitter : @makersacademy
Facebook: MakersAcademy

Makers Academy is a fully immersive,
12-week computer programming
boot camp. With their help, you will

learn the principles of software

craftsmanship and they’ll also help you

get your first job. They’re Europe’s

number-one developer boot camp,

running highly selective classes of the

offline course every six weeks, and a

About us
remote course every 12 weeks. They

take a ‘learn by doing’ approach,

through project-based work. Students

are encouraged to work in pairs on

coding challenges, with weekly tests,

culminating in a final project. They help

set up job interviews via their network

of hiring partners including

ThoughtWorks and Deloitte Digital.

12 week full-time coding
course from the on-site
campus in London

12 week full-time coding
course remotely from home

Do your research into lots of
different boot camps, read the
reviews, read the student blogs
and reach out to previous
graduates and speak to them.

Although the course is for
beginners, it’s important that
you’ve started to at least try to
learn to code on your own.

We send you everything to
prepare for the interview. Make

sure you go through all the
resources and give yourself two
weeks to prepare.

The course is full-time for three
months and it can take up to
three months after to secure a
job. It’s important to financially
plan for the period you won’t
be working.

Book a visit and come visit us!
Come see the Makers Academy
HQ in person and learn more.

What we offer

5 tips from the pros

To advertise here contact Chris
chris.mitchell@futurenet.com
+44 (0)1225 687832

Get your listing in our directory

“ Europe’s #1 developer 
boot camp, running highly 
selective classes of our 
offline course every six 
weeks, and a remote course 
every 12 weeks  .”

Richard Watkins
Science teacher to junior developer 
at Shift 

Makers Academy was frustrating and 

daunting but amazing and I wouldn’t 

change any of it. I landed the job 28 

days after finishing the course.

Ina Tsetsova: 
Email campaign manager to 
graduate software developer at 
ThoughtWorks 
I found a really nice community and 

I’ve met really cool people. I got a job 

quicker than I expected.

Hannah Carney
3D designer to junior developer at 
Play Consulting 
Makers Academy not only focuses on 

your learning for code, but they also 

focus on your well-being. Work feels 

like fun and I’ve finally found a job I love. “ “ “
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WE GOT CODERS

FUTURELEARN

GYMNASIUM

To advertise here contact Chris
chris.mitchell@futurenet.com
+44 (0)1225 687832

Get your listing in our directory

www.wegotcoders.com
hello@wegotcoders.com

www.futurelearn.com
feedback@futurelearn.com

www.thegymnasium.com
help@thegymnasium.com

UDEMY 
www.udemy.com 

Twitter: @udemy
Facebook: udemy

The inspiration for Udemy began in a 
small village in Turkey, where founder 
Eren Bali grew up frustrated by the 
limitations of being taught in a 
one-room school house. Realising  

the potential of learning on the internet, 

he set out to make quality education  

more accessible. Udemy is now a 

global marketplace for learning and 

teaching online. Students can master 

new skills by choosing from an 

extensive library of over 40,000 

courses including HTML, CSS, UX, 

JavaScript and web development.

40,000+ courses: There is a 
course for every designer and dev 
Self-paced learning: Learn how 
to code at your own pace

The Iron Yard is one of the world’s 
largest and fastest-growing in-person 
code schools. It offers full-time and 

part-time programs in Back-End 

Engineering, Front-End Engineering, 

Mobile Engineering and Design. The 

Iron Yard exists to create real, lasting 

change for people, their companies 

and communities through technology 

education. The in-person, immersive 

format of The Iron Yard’s 12-week 

courses helps people learn to code 

and be prepared with the skills needed 

to start a career as junior-level 

software developers.

12-week code school: Learn 
the latest skills from industry pros  
Free crash courses: One-night 
courses, the perfect way to learn

We Got Coders is a consultancy that 

provides experts in agile web 

development, working with startups, 

agencies and government. Take one of 

their 12-week training course that covers 

all that is required to become a web 

developer, with highly marketable 

full-stack web development skills. 

 

Classroom-based training
Real-world work experience 
Employment opportunities

Choose from hundreds of free online 

courses: from Language & Culture to 

Business & Management; Science & 

Technology to Health & Psychology. 

Learn from the experts. Meet educators 

from top universities who’ll share their 

experience through videos, articles, 

quizzes and discussions. 

 

 Learn from experts
Free courses 
All-device access

Gymnasium offers free online courses 

designed to teach creative 

professionals in-demand skills.  

Courses are all self-paced and taught by 

experienced practitioners with a passion 

for sharing practical lessons from the 

design trenches. 

 

 Gain real-world skills
Get expert instruction 
Career opportunities

THE  
IRON YARD

www.theironyard.com 

Twitter: @TheIronYard
Facebook: TheIronYard
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Free with  
your magazine

Register to get instant access
to this pack of must-have 
creative resources, how-to 
videos and tutorial assets

Essential assets 
and resources
Get textures, fonts, 
backgrounds and more

Exclusive 
video tutorials
Learn to code/create with 
HTML, CSS, JS & PHP

Tutorial  
project files

to follow our tutorials
 
 

and JavaScript techniques

videos from Pluralsight 
(www.pluralsight.com)

Sparklestock 
(www.sparklestock.com)

Plus, all of this 
is yours too…

Log in to www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner Free  
for digital 

readers, too!
Read on your tablet, 
download on your 

computer



Get started
Everything you need to 
know about accessing 
your FileSilo account

Follow the instructions 
on screen to create an 

account with our secure FileSilo 
system. Log in and unlock the 
issue by answering a simple 
question about the magazine.

You can access FileSilo 
on any computer, tablet 

or smartphone device using any 
popular browser. However, we 
recommend that you use a 
computer to download content, 
as you may not be able to 
download files to other devices.

If you have any 
problems with 

accessing content on FileSilo, 
take a look at the FAQs online 
or email our team at the 
address below. 
filesilohelp@futurenet.com

Unlock the entire Web Designer FileSilo library with your
unique Web ID – the eight-digit alphanumeric code printed
above your address details on the mailing label of your 
subscription copies – also found on any renewal letters.

Already a print subscriber?  

The home of great
downloads – exclusive to 
your favourite magazines 
from Future!

Secure and safe online 
access, from anywhere

Free access for every 
reader, print and digital

Download only the files 
you want, when you want

All your gifts, from all your 
issues, in one place

The home of great

Over 59 hours
of video guides
Let the experts teach you 

to create and code

More than
400 tutorials 

Get the code you  
need to get creative

Over 210
creative assets 
Templates, fonts, textures 

and backgrounds

gifts from more than 50 issues
Access our entire library of resources with a money-saving 

Unlock 
every 
issue

MMooorre thhaann
90000 reeaasoonss
too subbsscriibe

More 
added 
every 
issue

Head to page 32 to subscribe now



VOICE-POWERED
TO DO LISTS

Create a reminder/to-do list using speech to
record new items and display on screen

CREATE ANIMATED 
TEXT EFFECTS 

Add interest and engagement to titles
with smart animations 

TEN OF THE BEST
NEW HTML APIS

Find out how to build in the browser with
essential new codebases

ALL IN YOUR NEXT 

WEB DESIGNER
Issue 268 on sale 
Thursday 16 November 2017

Visit the WEB DESIGNER online shop at

for the latest issue, back issues and specials

Discover how to recreate classic, practical
and awe-inspiring animations found on the

web today

myfavouritemagazines.co.uk

CSS
NEXT MONTH

HOW DID THEY 
DO THAT?
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